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DR. WILLIAM CORMICK (1820-1877) 
personal physician to Na:?iru'd-bin Mirza, governor of Tabriz 
(later to become shah). In 1848, he became the only West
erner known to have conversed with the Bab when he was 
called upon to attend the wounds to the Bab's feet inflicted by 

the bastinado after his trial in Tabriz. 
(See E. G. Browne, Materials for the Study of the Babi Religion, pp. 260-64; 

and M. Momen, The Bdbf and Balun Religions, pp. 74-75; 497-98.) 

The Terms "Remembrance" (dhikr) and 
"Gate" (bab) in the Bab's Commentary on 
the Sura of Joseph 

by B. Todd Lawson 

The Commentary on the Sura of Joseph (Tafsir sarat 
Yusuf), also known as the Qayyilm al-asma and the Ahsan al
qa;;a~, w;:is composed at the very beginning of the c~reer of 
Sayyid 'Alf-Mu]Jammad Shfrazf, the Bab. It was begun on the 
evening of 22 May 1844 (5 Jumada 1260), during the impor
tant interview with Mulla I;Iusayn in the course of which the 
latter, a young student of the late Sayyid Kazim Rashtf, ac
knowledged the claim of his host, 'Alf Muhammad Shfrazf to 
be the promised one for whom he had bee1~ searching.1 It has 
been studied by several Western scholars, all of whom agree 
that it is one of the Bab's works, that it is obscure in several 
places, and that it is not a tafs£r in the usual sense of the word. 

Many scholars have alluded to the importance of this work 
for a proper understanding of the development of the Bab's 
ideas. They have also agreed that one of the most obdurate 
problems the text presents is the question of voice. Who is ac
tually s'peaking the words? There are at least four possible 
choices: the first, is that the speaker is 'Alf-Mul)ammad Shf
razf, the young merchant; second, that the speaker is actually 
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the Hidden Imam, Mul:tammad ibn al-l;Iasan al-'Askari, who 
has chosen 'Ali-Mul:tammad Shfrazf to be his mouthpiece, and 
as a result of which the "merchant" is thus elevated to the 
rank of the Remembrance (dhikr) or Gate (Mb) of the Imam; 
third, that the speaker is 'Alf-MuI:tammad Shirazf as the Imam 
himself; and fourth, that the speaker is God. A solution to this 
problem is suggested in the following pages: that the Bab 
claims through the use of a complex of symbols and imagery 
to be the Imam himself, and therefore his words are the 
words of God. Prof. Browne, who was the first to study this 
problem, was fairly certain on.this point: 

Of himself he speaks often, but in variou§>, and often very enig
matical ways. Thus in one place he calls himself "This well
favoured Arabian youth, in whose grasp God hath placed the 
kingdom of the heavens and the earth"; in another he says, "O 
people of the earth! hear the voice of your Lord, the Merciful, 
from the tongue of celebration of this Arabian youth, the son of 
'Alf the Arabian"; a few lines further on he describes himself as 
. · .. "This Arabian youth, of Muhammad, of 'Alf, df Fatima, of 
Mecca, of Medina, of Batl)a, of 'Iraq." In another passage he al
ludes to himself as "called by the Persians a Shfrazf./'2 

Here Browne cites Rosen's related observation: 

Ce jeune homme, qui est tantOt 'A1'abi, tantot, 'Ajam{, Madan{, 
etc. revient tres-souvent dans le courant du livre ( ... presque sur 
chaque feuillet), sans que I'on puisse comprendre exactement son 
role.3 

Browne continues: 

I have no doubt myself that [the Bab] is throughout speaking of 
himself. He calls himself "Muljammadi, "'Alawi," "Fafimf," be 
cause as a Seyyid, he is descended from these. That he should 
describe himself as a Shirrizi is only natural, as is the use of the 
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· epithet 'Ajam( (Persian); but it is harder to see for what reason he 
calls himself "Makkf," "Madan{," " 'Iraqi," etc. I can only sup
pose that on account of his visits to Mecca and Medina, and his 
sojourn at Kerbela, he considers himself entitled to apply these ti
tles to himself. 

In other places he speaks of himself in a manner entirely mysti
cal, as "the Light on Sinai, and Sinai in the rising-place of the 
manifestation" (ff matla' i;;-;;uhur); "the (letter) Ba which perme 
ates the water ofthe Letters, and the Point which stands at the 
Gate of the two Alifs.4 

Browne thought this usage an allusion to the universal intel
ligence, and quotes what he believed to be Ibn 'Arabi's tafsir: 

Here is a subtle point, which is this, that the prophets ... have 
placed the letters of the alphabet in correspondence with the 
degrees of Existences ... and therefore it is said, "Existences [al
mawjUdat] emerged from the Bti' of Bismi'llah," since that is the 
letter which follows the Ali/ which is placed to correspond with 
the Essence of God. And it (i.e., the letter Ba) signifies the First 
Intelligence, which was the first thing which God created.5 

The Shaykhf leader, Sayyid Ka~im Rasht:f (d. 1259A.H./1843 
c.E.) has taken the symbol of the M' a bit further in a passage 
of one of his most famous and important works, the Sharl;t al
qa:;fda al-ldmiya. 6 Here he does in fact quote the l}adith cited 
above from the tafsir attributed to Ibn 'Arabi, and goes on to 
say that the ba is the "preserved tablet, the hidden book (al
kitdb al-mastUr)"; "the place to which all divine realities re
turn"; and the "locus of all the divine names and att1ibutes." 
It is also "the place of the manifestation of the glorious one 
(al-jalfl)"; the "pen which details (qalam at-taf1Jil}"; and the 
"starting place of all divine proofs and reasons," because it is 
associated with absolute waldya (divine authority invested in a 
prophet or imam), which is "the place where the power for 
everything .in creation, whether potential or actual (al-akwdn 
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wa'l-a'yan) appears." This may also be called "the gate to 
God for creation, and the gate to creation for God: That ex
cept through which the bounty of God reaches no-one." It is 
the "absolute gate" and the "true waif'' (al-wali al-lJaqq).7 

Finally, Browne quotes a similarly obscure allusion in which 
the Bab refers to himself as: 

The mystery. (which is) in the Gospel Syrian, and in the Pen
tateuch Hebraic, and the mystery concealed in the I~ur'an (which 
is) of Muhammad. (As-sirrufi'l-Jnjil Surydni, wa's-sirr fi't-Tawrdt 
rabbdni, wa 's-sirru'l-mustasirru fi'l-Fur~dn A}Jmadi). 8 

While Browne is undoubtedly correct in his assumption that 
all of these allusions intend the Bab himself, he also appreci
ates the difficulty they present. Most of the scholarship which 
has dealt with the Bab's Ta/sir sitrat Yusuf has been charac
terised by a degree of puzzlement, usually because of a lack 
of familiarity with those very cryptic statements of the Imams 
from which much of this obscure terminology derives. For ex
ample, as-sirr and as-sirr al-mustasirr both had precise inten
tions for Shaykh AJ:imad9 ; the Bab here appears to be 
"improvising" on a familiar theme. However, Brownlwrites: 

I only hazard a guess at the meaning of these passages, especially · 
the last two, which are very obscure. Indeed as they stand they 
appear to contravene the rules of grammar.10 

Regarding the style of the commentary, Rosen's assess
ment was somewhat more severe. In his description, he 
speaks of "this strange work" and alludes to its incomprehen
sibility.11 He refers to Chapters 49 and 50 (both named Sitrat 
al-alJMm), as being the most intelligible, because they include 
what Rosen calls "renseignements positifs sur les doctrines 
exoteres de l'auteur du livre." In fact, these two chapters 
present an example of the frequent running paraphrase of 

-· -------.. - -----,.-·------
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long; consecutive sections of the Qur'an so characteristic of 
the commentary. In the case of Chapter 49, the paraphrase in
cludes material from Qur'an 2:183 to 2:245, and a few verses 
from other sections of the Qur'an (e.g., 5:2-5:6). In the case of 
Chapter 50, the quranic material treated, in addition to the ap
propriate verse of Sura 12, includes Qur'an 5:87, 4:176, 5:38, 
5:96-97, 6:151-2, and so forth. 12 

A much better example of this, and one which Rosen might 
have, therefore, considered even more intelligible than the ex
amples he cites, includes all of the text of the commentary be
tween Chapters 80 and 91, 13 which more or less consecutively 
incorporates much of Qur'an 10:57-16:66. Examples of this 
type could be greatly multiplied, but these two will suffice. 
They illustrate another way in which the Bab attempted to ap
propriate and participate in the spiritual power (or charisma) 
of the Qur'an in order to invoke his own spiritual authority
by recasting the existing revelation in a new form. While much 
of the legislative content of the Qur'an remains unchanged 
here, the Bab, by taking obvious liberties with the Book, 
nevertheless asserts his own authority over it. This in itself is 
perhaps evidence enough that, while the Bab refers to his sta
tion in allusive and ambiguous terms, there can really be little 
doubt that he considered himself as holding a rank equal to 
that of MuJ:iammad. This, I think, is also conclusively home 
out by the quranic form of the work: the use of suras, verses, 
"mystical letters," and so forth. 

Others who have examined this work are not so ready to 
accept that the Bab, at this stage of his career, was claiming 
divine revelation, the rank of Imam or Prophet (which are 
functionally equivalent insofar as it is through them that the 
divine will is made known or manifest). 14 MacEoin, for exam
ple, describes three phases of the Bab's career. The first in
cludes the period up to 1848, during which his movement 
grew rapidly and the Bab presented himself as the agent of 
the Hidden Imam, precisely as bdb. During the second, from 
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1848-9, the Bab "proclaimed himself the promised Mahdf in 
Person." The third phase is characterized by the Bab's "as
sumption of the role of an independent prophet or divine 
'manifestation' directly empowered by God to open a new re
ligious dispensation after Islam, to reveal new scriptures and 
to ordain a new legal system."t5 

However, MacEoin has, in his discussion of this commen
tary, acknowledged the complexity of the question. Rightly 
pointing out that the work is "much more'' than a tafsir, 16 he 
mentions its being modeled on the. Qur'an, but appears not to 
appreciate the significance of this as an emblem of authority 
and divine revelation. He does say that this imitation of the 
Holy Book led to accusations that the Bab had written a false 
Qur'an, citing Tunakabunf and others.17 In view of the Is
lamic article of faith, which is more or less universally held, 
concerning the miraculous nature of the Qur'an (i'jtiz al
Qur'tin), the significance of such a charge cannot be overem
phasized. What it means, at the very minimum, is that those 
who leveled the charge had accused the author of claiming for 
himself an evidentiary miracle on a par with the sacred book 
of Muslims, quite apart from whatever those who made the 
accusations actually thought about such a claim. 

Furthermore, as has been suggested here, given the quranic 
form alone, it would seem that the charge was in all ways ac
curate.18 While those who made the accusatipns did not 
perhaps appreciate the full implications of the Bab's claims at 
the time, it is wrong to say that the response was "superfi
cial. " 19 Such a response is, in fact, precisely to the point. To 
illustrate the apparently ambiguous claims of the Bab, 
MacEoin cites a series of passages from the commentary: 

At the very beginning of the book, it is made clear that the 
twelfth Imam had sent it (akhraja) to his servant (the Bab, fre
quently referred to as "the remembrance" -al-dhikr); he has been 
sent these "explanations" from the "baqiyyat Allah, the exalted 
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· one, your Imam." To be more precise, "God-has sent down (an
zala) the verse upon His Proof, the expected one," who has, in 
turn, revealed them to his remembrance. In different terminol
ogy, the Imam inspires (awlµi) the Mb with what God has inspired 
him.20 

MacEoin's assessment of these expressions is important. 

The role of the Imam here appears to be very similar to that of 
the angel Gabriel in the Qur'anic theory of revelation; thus, for ex
ample, he has inspired the Bab just as God inspired the prophets 
of the pa~t. The process is not, however, quite so simple, for the 
bulk of the work seems to be intended as the words of the Imam 
speaking in the. first person, while there are a grea't many pas
sages in which.either God or the Bab is intended as the speaket, 
and others in which it is not at all clear as to whom is intended.21 

As a matter of fact, in the Bab's earlier Commentary on the 
Sura of al-Baqara, it is quite clear that the Imam, and specifi
cally the Imam as Qa'im (or Mahdi, the Promised One), was 
regarded by the Bab not only as similar to Gabriel, but as 
Gabriel himself. In one particular context, it is pointed out 
that Gabriel represented a principle which served as a link be· 
tween the heart (fu'dd) and mind (qalb) of Mul;tatnmad.22 It is 
therefore reasonable to suspect that this same principle oper
ates .in this commentary, but with the important difference 
that it is now the heart and mind of the Bab (rather than the 
Prophet Mul;iammad) between which this angelic principle 
serves as a link. MacEoin acknowledges that the present 
work is meant to symboliie the appearance, or reappearance, 
in the world of one who is invested with great spiritual power 
and authority: 

It is, nevertheless, manifest that the book is represented as a new 
divine revelation of sorts, comparable to the Qur'an. Thus the 
Imam is "made known" through "the new verses from God," 
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while God speaks "in the tongue of this mighty remembrance 
(i.e., the Bab)." It is stated that "this is a boo}c from God" and 
that "God has sent down (anzala) this book,"' while the Bab is 
summoned to "transmit what has been sent down to you from the 
bounty of the Merciful." In this respect, a comparison is drawn 
from the Qur'an which goes beyond mere [!] form: God has 
"made this book the essence (sirr) of the Qur'an, word for word," 
and one will not find a letter in it other than the letters of the Qur
'an"; this book "is the Furqan qf the past," and is referred to re
peatedly as "this Qur'an," "this Furqan," or one of "these two 
Furqans," while reference is made to "what God has sent down in 
His book, the Furqan, and in this book." As in the case of the 
Qur'an, a challenge is made to men to produce a book like it, for it 
is held to be inimitable. As such, it is in itself the evidence of the 
Imam to men. It contains the surrl of all previous· scriptures, 
abrogates all books of the past, except those revealed by God, and 
is the only book which God permits the 'ularnd to teach:23 • 

In view of the passages from the book referred to in· this 
statement, it seems highly unlikely "that the magnitude of 
such challenges and,.·claims to a new revelation would have 
been lost on any Muslim who read them. 

Elsewhere, in an unrelated context in which he denies 
charges that he had shown favoritism to one of his early fol
lowers whom he Bad chosen from among several .others to ac
company him on his pilgrimage, the Bab makes the following 
statement: 

. f . 
Not that special grace was shewn to him [ ... Bajf Mulla Muham-
-mad-'Alf of Barfurli.sh, afterwards called Jenab ~or HG.?rat-i I_fad
di!s . .. ], for that same grace was shewn to all, t~ough they veiled 
themselves therefrom. For in that year of the "Manifestation" 
[A.H. 1260) the Book of the Commentary on the Sura-i-Yitsitf 
reached all. 24 

Elsewhere, in speaking of the.veiled nature of his claims in 
the early period, the Bab wrote: 

... 
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Consider the manifold favours vouchsafed by the Promised One, 
and the effusions of His bounty which have pervaded the con
cou:·se of the followers of Islam to enable them to attain unto sal
vation. Indeed observe how He Who representeth the origin of 
creation, He Who is the Exponent of the verse, "I, in very truth, 
am God," identified Himself as the Gate (bdb) for the advent of 
the promised Qa'irn, a descendant of Mul)ammad, and in His first 
Book enjoined the observance of the laws of the Qur'an, so that 
the people might not be seized with perturbation by reason of a 
new Book and a new Revelation and might regard His Faith as 
similar to their own, perchance they would not turn away from 
the Truth and ignore the thing for which they had been called into 
being.25 r 

I 

This important passage was written by the Bab lat'r in his 
career in a work entitled The Seven Proofs (Dald~il-i sab'a). 
MacEoin has confirmed that the work was written'~n Mah-Ku 
in 1264/1848,'Iaying to rest earlier uncertainties a:s to the date 

. of composition. 26 The Seven Proofs was appareqtly written for 
a Babf who was experiencing doubt about the' more explicit 
claims made by the Bab at this time. The passage is self-ex
planatory and is undoubtedly conditioned by the nature of the 
questions put forth. This may explain the apparent contradic
tion between it and the first one quoted, where"the Bab says 
that .there was ample proof in his Commentary on the Sura of 
Joseph for everyone to .properly recognize his station. It is 
possible that the Bab is ref erring not only to the contents, hut 
to the form of the work as well. Again, and at the risk of mo
notony, the significance of the casting of this work int~ form 
of the Qur'an cannot be overemphasized as an emblem of the 
appropriation by the author of spiritual authority. One reiter
ates this point because it seems not to have been fully appre
ciate(: in the past. The medium here is indeed the message. 

While the problem of who is speaking in the Tafsir surat 
Yusuf appears to be greatly complicated by the various titles 
or epithets which populate the text, from all that has been 
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cited so far it would seem that there can be no question about 
the "voice" of the commentary. Regardless of who is pre
sented as speaking, the Bab, the Imam, or God (see the trans
lations below), the author of the commentary becomes tinged 
by the spirit of either the Imam or God in ~he process of trans
mitting the words. The same thing occurs; for example, in the 
Qur'an, particularly in those many verses which begin with 
"Say" (qul). With this single imperative, it is made clear that 
Mul;iainmad has been chosen by God as a divine messenger
what Mul;lammad says in such a context is therefore divine. 
In other words, by being directly addressed by God, Mul;am
mad's own authority is underscored. 

But beyond this "merely" rhetorical aspect, the existence 
of various speakers in the commentary points to a spiritual 
principle which has characterized and continues to character
ize Islamic religion. Very briefly, and taking the most useful 
example, in Sufism the basic elements of spiritual and reli
gious discourse center on two principles: the master and the 
student. The relationship between the two is paramount in 
the spiritual quest. The student or disciple is expected to sur
render himself entirely to his master for the duration of the 
training pei:iod. This is one of the main reasons why Sufism 
was, and is, s;o mistrusted in very orthodox circles, whether·' 
Sunnf or Shf'f. In any case, the purpose behind this surrender 
or. submission is to enable the student to assimilate as much · 
as possible the master's habits and knowledge. In some cases, 
this imitation of the master or shaykh would become so com
plete that the disciple or st~dent would hear the master's 
voice in his own speech. 21 

Orthodox Shf'f doctrine and the teachings of Shaykh Al;mad 
agreed that it was very dangerous to choose a spiritual mq.ster 
apart from the fourteen Pure Ones (Mul;iaµimad, Fatima, and 
the twelve Imams). Thus, for the Shf'a and the Shaykhiyya - - -
(and the Bab) the highest point of focus was either the entire 
holy family or one particular member of it. During the time 
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the Bab was writing, the most prominent member of the holy 
family would have been the Qa'im or the Twelfth Imam. 
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the Twelfth Imam func
tions for the Bab in much the same way that the Sufi shaykh 
functions for his disciple. The spiritual relationship' would be. 
the same. Whereas the Sufi student would eventually acquire 
as much of the shaykh's knowledge and habits as his own ca
pacity would allow, the Bab, through meditation and commu- · 
nion with the spiritual principle of the Twelfth Imam ·would 
acquire as much of this identity as his capacity would allow. 
The complete identification of the Bab with the Twelfth 
Imam indicate_s that this capacity was vast indeed. 

i 

/ 
DhiH-r. / 

l 

/ 
I 

Am<•ng the various titles found in the commentary, two in 
various combinations, stand out as the most fr~quent: dhikr 
and bdb. Hasan Balyuzi, to whose memory this essay is dedi
cated, signalled the importance of the former {dhikr) as one of 
the titles by which the Bab was known. In his invaluable 
studv of the life and mission of the forerunner of the Baha'f 
Revelation, the following statement appears: .... 

By Dhikr, he means Himself. Repeatedly in the Qayyum al-Asma', 
the Bab refers to Himself as Dhikr, and was known to His fol
lowers as Dhikru'llah-al~A'zam (Mention of God, the Most Great), 
or Dhikru'llah-al-Akbar (M~ntion of God, the Greatest), and some-
t1mes as I;Ia<;lrat-i-Dhikr.28 • 

In ¥;hat follows, some of the Islamic background of the word, 
toge::her with a few of the innumerable contexts in which it 
appears in the Commentary on the Sura of Joseph, will be 
presented in an attempt to better understand some of the im
plic;:r tions of this title-something of what it meant,. 9r could 
havt: meant, to both the Bab and his followers. · ·· · · 
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This word has a long and multiform history in Islamic reli
gious literature and practice and· is perhaps most encountered 
in connection with the Sufi practices sometimes called "audi
tion" (sama '). Of interest in this work is the usage of the term 
which is perhaps less well known, namely as the designation 
of a person. Throughout the Coi:prnentai:y on the Sura of 
Joseph the Bab refers to himself as adh-dhikr (the Remem
brance), dhikr alldh (the Remembrance of God), dhikr alldh al
akbar (the Most Great Remembrance of God), or dhikr alldh 
al- 'ali (the Exalted Remembrance of God), in addition to other 
similar corn binations. 29 

Browne has remarked in several places that the term dhikr 
allah, "the Remembrance of God," was used by the Bab's fol
lowers in ref erring to him. 30 MacEoin also notices that the 
term was widely used by the Bab at this time.31 Arnanat says 
that the claim to dhikriyya, the quality of being the .Remem
brance of God (orof the Prophet and the Imams),. as well as 
bdbiyya, the quality of being the Gate of God (or of the Prophet 
and the Imams) "were assumed with a vague sense of deputy
ship or delegation. from the Concealed Irnarn."32 The title Re
membrance of God itself is derived first of all from the Qur'an, 
where several verses refer to the "remembrance of God." 
Some idea of the way in which the term is used by the Bab./ 
may, therefore, be thought to involve the several meanings 
which these quranic passages contained for the Akhbarf exe
getical tradition, a tradition of reading the Holy Book of Islam 
with which the Bab's own reading had much in cornrnon.33 

And so, a brief synopsis of so1rne of this material will not be 
out of place. 

One work which summarizes much of the interpretation of 
the Qur'an which is said to come directly from the Imams is 
the introduction to a work entitled Ta/sir mir'dt al-anwdr by 
Abu al-Ijasan al-I!?fahanf ( d. 1138/1725-6). cl9fahanf begins by 
saying that the word dhikr may have sev~ral possible refer
ences. The first is theQur'an itself, follow:ed by the Prophet 
(an-nab{), 'Ali, the Imams, waldya (divinely sanctioned guar-
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dianship), and imdma (divinely sanctioned leadership; both 
terms imply absolute obedience to the Imam), and finally the 
act r·f reminding people of God's blessing and beneficence. 
This last possibility is, however, applicable only in the'case of. 
the Prophet and the Imams. I~fahanf then cites the'appropri- · 
ate verse, together with its explanation by one of the Imams,. 
for each of these possibilities. 34 The epithet adh-dhikr al-~akim 
(Qur'an 3:58) is said to apply both to 'Ali and the other; 
Imams. These latter, according to 'Allarna al-Ijillf,35 are re-· 
ferred to as. adh-dhikr because they mention those:things · 
which benefit mankind, like the sciences of divine unity ('ulum • 
at-tawlJ,id), the return (al-ma'ddJ, and the other veritie~ which'. 
are· connected with waldya. I:,;fahani cjtes another tradition 
from a9·$adiq in explanation of Qur'an 20:124 ("byt whoso
ever turns away from my remembrance"). The ~am said: 
"That is (ya'ni) from the waldya of 'Alf."36 I9fahaIJ.f quotes the 
seventh Imam, Musa, as saying that the waldyaiof 'Alf. is the 
password (tadhkira, i.e., to enter paradise) for ~he godfearing.: 
I~fahani says that, in general, all of the interpretations (ta'-' 
wildt) of the word dhikr refer either explic:itly (!';arihan) or. 
implicitly (qimnan) to the waldya of 'Alf.37 I9fahani closes his· 
discussion of this word, with the following statement: 

t"· 
In al-Kdfi, a$·$adiq is quoted as saying about the verse [Qur'an: 
39:45], "When God is ~lone mentioned, then shudder the hearts 
of those who believe not," that is (this phrase should be under
stood to mean]: "When God is remembered through obedience to 
th2.t member of the family of Mul)g111mad [i.e., the Imaqj.] whom 
all were commanded to obey." And he said about Qur'an 41:12 · 
"when God was called upon only, you disbelieved,"38 "That is, 
[dii;believed] in the waldya of him for whom God commanded 
waldya ... " This is why the Imams are the only possessors of · 
the remembrance (ulu adh-dhikr), as in the statement of a$-$adiq: · 
"V./e are the possessorsofthe remembrance and the possessors· 
of knowledge ... " And. thus they are the ones who.follow the 
Remembrance, as a$-$adiq is quoted in al-Ka/£ on the verse: 
"Thou warnest only him who follows the Remembrance ... " 
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[Qur'an 36:11] where all of the interpretations which were applied 
to the other verses are applicable, according to [a!?-$adiq's] state
ment: "That is to say, 'Ali is the explanation (baydn) of the ta 'wit 
of dhikr." So understand. 

.--:-. It is possible, from what we have said, that the ta 'wit of 
tadhkir and its like, may be as a synonym for admonition (tanMh) 
and contemplation of the truth (tadabbur Ji 'l-IJ,aqq) which is the 
waldya, viz, that obedience must be .to the people of the House, 
and that one must abandon allegiance to everyone else .... As for 
adh-dhikr, this word also signifies 'Alf, and there is no doubt that 
it includes the Imams and even their perfect shi'a [shi'atuhum al
kummd[j. Thus in one of the IJ,adith 'Alf saiq: "In the Qur'an I am 
designated by several I).ames, try to master them and beware that 
you do not err." Then he mentioned several of them and said: "I 
am adh-dh.ikr implied in the verse: "Those who remember God." 
[Qur'an 3:191].39 

The above clearly illustrates a cardinal principle ·of all Shi
ism: the two sources of religious authority, the Qur'an and the 
Imams, function in a complementary manner-to such a de
gree that their respective titles are interchangeable. Dhikr 
may designate either the written scripture (the Qur'an), or the 
human form which has been designated as the bearer of di- ,/ 
vine. authority (the Prophet, or one of the Imams). Often the·/ 
former is referred to as the "silent Book" (al-kitdb a$-:;dmit), 
while the latter is referred to as the "speaking Book" (al-kitdb 
an-ndtiq). 40 In the same way, both the written text and the 
human bearer of authority may be referred to as imam. 41 

These categories and their nii,utual dependency derive from, 
among other statements, the }Jadith ath-thaqalayn, in which 
the Prophet says that his legacy to the community consists of 
"two important things": the Qur'an and his descenqants. The 
underlying assumption of this Shf'i principle is that a text, in 
this case the Qur'an, is suceptible to multiple interpretations, 
and that in order to minimize disharmony within the commu-
nity resulting from conflicting interpretations, a single inter
preter must be established and recognized. 42 
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In this regard, the principle or rukn ("pillar," "-support") of 
waldya contains within it profound implications for the princi
ples of interpretation, as a result of which the preeminent 
function of the wali (who may be, in this case, either the 
Prophet or one of the Imams) is precisely that of interpreter 
(mutmjim) par excellence. This function is designated in early 
Isma'flf literature by the epithet an-nd#q al-wd}J.id (the single 
speaker), a term which bespeaks the absolute authority (onto
logical, eschatological, henneneutical, legal, and political), in
vol'.red in the office of imdmlwali. 43 For the present discussion, 
it i~- important to note that the idea of a "single speaker" re
surfz.ced in more recent years, with all of these implications, 
in the writings of the Shaykhis. The distinguishing L~ature of 
the Shaykhf concept Of wa~idat al-nd(iqa, however,Jesides in 
the very fact that its bearer must remain unknow1;i'. The ndfiq 
wdl/id occupies the summit of the Shaykhi spirit_ual hierarchy 
of categories of believers such as abwdb, nuqabd", and nujabd', 
who are likewise unidentifiable during the time of the occulta-
tior_ of the Twelfth Imam. Corbin states: / 

The shaykhs of the Shayk!Jf tradition have always affirmed that 
in every age this nd(iq wdfiid, the "perfect Shf'f" and supreme bdb 
of the Imam exists; but none among the~have ever pretended 
that it was himself, nor pretended to be recognlzed as such. Far 
from it. They have affirmed his existence, because it is impossible 
that the human world; ,earthly humanity, be deprived of this exis~ 
tence, but.they have likewise affirmed the impossibility of his 
n-.anifestation, that is to say, the impossibility of men having the 
c;;pacity to recognize him, to "determine'' him, or pr~laim the 
name of him in person. 44 

The idea of an anonymous spiritual elite is, of course, a very 
old one, 45 and as the above quotation, which is Corbin's sum
mary of the doctrine as exi.:bined by Abu'l-Qasim Ibrahfmf, 
Sar1car Aqa (d. 1389 A.H./1969 C.E., the fifth successor of 
Shaykh Abmad al-Absa'f), indicates, it is also a·very durable 
one. That it is in some measure faithful to the spirit of early 
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Shaykhism is confirmed by a similar statement, written by 
the Bab himself, in the Commentary on the Surat al-Baqara. 
In this statement, the Bab refers to the Shaykhf doctrine of 
the four supports: tawlj,id, the unity of God; nubUwa, prophet
hood; wi~dya, the successorship of the Imams; and the fourth 
support, al-rukn al-rdbic, the connection between the Qa'im 
(Hidden Imam) and the believers: 

God has caused these three [confession, respectively, of tawf.tid, 
nubUwa, and wi~dya] to appear because of man's need for them, 
but He has veiled one [the fourth, "al-ism al-maknun al-makhzun," 
"al-rukn al-rdbi'," the name of the Qa'im, and by implication, his 
spokesman or bdb] on account of man's incapacity (li- 'adam 
i~timdl al-khalq) . 46 

The existence of such a statement in this earlier work by 
the Bab, contrasted with the proclamation contained in the 
Commentary on the Sura of Joseph written only a few months 
later, indicates a profound change in the Bab's attitude. 
Whereas before it was imperative that the name of the 'Qa'im 
remain hidden "in the souls of the Shf'a, " 47 it is now incum
bent upon all men to recognize him speaking in the person of 
the Bab. That the Bab intended that he be regarded as the 
exclusive representative of the Qa'im is confirmed in the quo
tations cited below. The claim of the Bab to be either the per
sonification of the heretofore more or less abstract principle 
e~CfU:Sl\Te reµI'\:::::)\::ULCtLI l/C UJ. LUC 'Iola Ul1 l<:>'\..Vlhii Ui\..LJ" ur cu~-"-tuoL 

tations cited below. The claim of the Bab to be either the per
sonification of the heretofore more or less abstract principle 
of the Gate of the Imam, or of the Imam himself, could not 
but be received as a scandal and profanation of an old Shf'f 
doctrine, which had long since been "metaphorized" beyond 
any danger of vulgarization, or perhaps more importantly, 
politicization. 

The irreconcilable nature of these two attitudes is reminis
cent of a similar oscillation in Sufism. On the one hand, there 
is the above-noted doctrine of the ''hidden elite,'' and on the 
other hand, the tendency among somf• rnyslics to make vari
ous grandiose claims to spiritual authority. l\n example of the 
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latter may be found in the early figure of Sahl at-Tustarf (d. 
283 A.H./896 C.E.), 48 or later in the writings of Ibn 'Arabi (d. 
638A.H./1240 C.E.). 49 At-Tustarf's claim to be the "proof of 
God" (IJ,u;jat alldh) is interesting in itself as a case of Sufi/ 
Shi'f terminological confluence, particularly in view of the 
fact that the claimant lived ten years into the period of the 
Shf'f "lesser occultation." It is during this period, which be
gan in 260/873-4, that according to tradition, the preeminent 
Shf'f IJ,ujja, Mul)ammad ibn al-I:tasan al-'Askarf, the Twelfth 
or Hidden Imam, became inaccessable to the main body of be
lievers.50 Even more striking is the gloss anonymously pro
vided for this statement: "[He means] the pole (qutb) around 
which revolves the millstone (ralj,an). "51 The similarity be
tween this statement and the opening line of the Khutbatu 'sh
shiqshiqiyya ascribed to 'Alf is too striking to be igno;ed.52 At 
this time, however, one can do no more than note in passing 
such Sufi/Shf'f cross-fertilizations. 53 

At some point, there occurred a radical change in the Bab's 
writing on this subject. That such a change should occur in a 
single individual, as opposed to the above doctrinal differ
ences which the history of Sufism as a whole records, is a 
phenomenon of some significance. In addition , the fact that so 
many of the Bab's early followers were members of the 
Shaykhf school54 indicates that a similar change occurred in 
their attitude as well, insofar as they had previously held that 
th.a.~-< ~.r- ...... nr "b;a....ro-~~r~~t;,_.,,_...£' .. 1::>::.n.J""f.; ...... J).~"\.;_"f.:'_1u·"1r.no,.,..,..J"l... 55_Jt 

Shaykhf school54 indicates that a similar change occurred in 
their attitude as well, insofar as they had previously held that 
the Qa'im, or his representative, must remain unknown.55 It 
may be assumed that the transition from being a follower of 
Sayyid Ka?im Rashtf to being a champion of the Bab was 
brought about, at least partly, by what was perceived to be 
a certain continuity of theme between the teachings of the 
two masters. Corbin and Sarkar Aqa may have been repulsed 
by the rupture of the "eschatalogical hope,"56 (which appears 
to function for both of them as the creative tension of indi
vidual spirituality) represented by the phenomenon of le bd
bisme. However, the historical fact that the Bab's message 
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(including presumably, that part of his message which in
voked those venerable Shf'f symbols, such as dhikr, bdb, and 
the like) was enthusiastically embraced (and byShaykhis) in
dicates that the power which resided in such words was too 
great to be monopolized by philosophy. 

Several factors seem to have played an important role in ef
fecting this change: the visions which the Bab claims to have 
received prior to writing the Coinmentary on the Sura of 
Joseph; the credibility lent to such claims by the Bab's saintly 
character which was universally acknowledged57; the disarray 
in which the followers of Sayyid Kazim Rashti found them
selves upon the death of their leader58; and perhaps most im
portantly, the intense atmosphere of messianic expectation 
which permeated the Shi'f world· at this time. 59 A somewhat 
cynical interpretation suggests that the Bab and his writings 
were manipulated by more sophisticated men, ·dissatisfied 
with the political and religious status quo. 60 This calls to mind 
early orientalist interpretations of Islam, in which any possi
ble explanation for Mul:iammad's prophecy (and therefore the 
subsequent success of Islam) was preferable to one which 
simply acknowledged that Mul:iammad, and those who fol- .-
lowed him, sincerely thought that he was a prophet. That the./' 
Bab considerep. himself as having been "chosen" to fulfill the" 
Shf'f prophecies seems clear. 61 

For textual evidence of this transformation in the nature of 
the Bab's claims, reference may be made to statements in the 
Commentary on the Sura of Joseph like the following une
quivocal one, which is in the fdnn of a general address by the 
Bab on behalf of the Hidden Imam: 

0 servants of the Merciful! Take not friends from among the dis
believers as opposed to the sabiqin [i.e., the "Letters of the 
Living"] from the believers. He who comes to God disbelieving in 
the Book and in this Remembrance of ours (dhikrina hddhd) will 
have nothing from God.62 · - -

'· ..... 
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Earlier in the same chapter, the Bab has written, again in the 
voice of the Imam: 

Indeed, We have sent down this Book with the truth from God to 
our Servant03 and have made all the verses in it clear (muf?,kamat):. 
not ambiguous (inutashdbihdt). And none knows their interpreta
tion (ta 'wfla-hti) except God and whomsoever We desire from 
among the sincere servants of God. Therefore, ask the RelJlem-' 

1 

brance their interpretation (ta 'w(l). Indeed, as decreed in the Book, · 
He has, through the bounty of God, knowledge of all its verses.04 

Quite apart from identifying the author as dhikr, f:!iis pas
sage is a good example of the way in which the B~b ,impro
vised on quranic material.65 In this case Qur'an ?:7; which. 
establishes the hermeneutical categories for all Qur'an inter
pretation, has been radically changed. Whereas ip

1 

the Qur'an;. 
"the Book," (i.e., the Qur'an proper) has been described as. 
containing two basic types of verses, the Bab,(or the Hidden 
Imam) annuls one of these categories, namely/that of "am big-

1 

uous verses" (mutash{i.bihdt). One of the impl!cations of this is · 
that the true meaning of the Book, particularly insofar as it 
foretells the advent of the Qa'im and the events surrounding 
his return, is completely, that is to say "unambiguously," ac
cessible through the interpretations of the Bab. In addition, the 
"clear verses" (mu~kmriat) are also subject to interpretation.: 
This differs from the qu'ranic original which can be interpreted 
as stating that a number of qualified persons (al-rdsikhun), 
"those whose knowledge is sound," are capable of intefpreting 
the verses. 66 In the present case, it would appear that it is the 
Remembrance alone who is qualified to comment on the text. 

Following the above quotation, the Bab has written: 

Those who disbelieve in the Most Great Remembrance of God, 
neither their wealth nor their children will avail them·:: .67 
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It is, of course, possible that in this passage the "Most 
Great Remembrance of God" (dhikr alldh al-akbar) refers to 
the Book, rather than to the Bab. However, it seems clear 
from the above that dhikr refers to a person, in this case the 
person of the Bab. 68 In the same chapter the Bab has written, 
paraphrasing Qur'an 3:14: · 

Indeed God has appointed an excellent abode for those who assist 
the exalted Remembrance of God (dhikr alldh al- 'al{) with their 
hands and their tongue~ and their wealth for the love of God, the 
Self-Sufficient. 69 

It is important to note the reference here to the. Bab's own 
name ('Alf) in the epithet. This provides further support for 
the identification of the Bab with the dhikr. The following 
passage, which combines frequent quranic images, also tends 
to support this reading: 

In the origination of night and day and thefr appearance (ibldju
humd), and the bringing forth of the Irving frqm the dead, and the 
bringing forth of the dead from the living ar.e signs (aydt) for this 
Most Great Remembrance of God (li-dhikr alldh al-akbar hddhd). 
Thus it is re~orded in the Preserved Tablet (al-law}J al-hafiz) in 
the presence 'of God, the Exalted (al- 'ali).10 . 

~ . 

The following extended final e;xcerpt is a good example of 
the way in which the language of the Qur'an and the "Akh-
barf code" are combined: l 

0 People! If you believe in God alone then follow me in the Most 
Great Remembrance of God (jf dhikri alldh al-akbar) from your 
Lord that God might forgive you your sins. Verily, God is Forgiv
ing and Merciful to the believers. Verily, We have chosen the 
messengers through Our Word and preferred some of their pro
geny over others through the Great Remembrance of God (dhikl' 
alldh al-kabir), and concealed it as decreed in the Book. And We 

. ·· 

f' 
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h::i.ve given to Thee [i.e., the Bab] the authority of the Gates (hukm 
al-abwdb) by the permission of God, the All-Hearing. And God is a. 
w[tness over all things. And We sent down Our spirit upon Mary 
ard We accepted from the wife of 'Imran her vow to God, the Ex
alted (al- 'al{). And God is apprised of his servants, the believers.' 
And We gave to the Prophet Zachatiah the glad tidings (dhikrlyan) 
of Our name Yal).ya [John the Baptist], confirming this Most Great 
Word of God (kalirnat alltih al·akbar hddhd), and thus We ap
pointed him a chief (sayyid) and a chaste one in the Mother Book. 
Indeed, the likeness of the creation of the worlds in the sight of 
God is as the likeness of Our cause (amrund). When it is Our wish, 
We but say to it, "Be thou," and it is called into being (naqul la-hu 
kun fa-kdna) in the precincts of the fire in the Book of ~od, the 
AH-Praised (al-Jwmid). Verily, God has taught Thee .the knowl-' 
edge of the Book from the furqdn and the Gospel and;the Torah 
and the Psalms, and whatever is beyond them of thl:}'Scriptures. 
Aud in the estimation of Thy Lord, Thou art abidiµg at the gate 
of the point of the hidden M'. Verily, We haverrevealed unto 
Thee (aw}Jaynd) Our hidden tidings and sent down. unto Thee this: 
book through the power of Truth. We have forbidden unto Thee 
unlawful deeds and decreed goodly deeds that/the people might 
believe in Thy word (bi-dhik1ika) ... Verily, those who fancy that 
they can compete with Thee to any degree in knowledge, sink. 
from the sky to a wretched earth. God is witness over all things.· 
God has touched Thy Being (dhdt) with Our Beings [a reference 
to all the Irpams] and Thine Essence (kaynuna) shineth with the 
light of the Essence of God, the Ancient, Our Lord. And God is: 
powerful over all thing~. And the infidels (mushrikun) themselves. 
have plotted against Thy word (dhikrika), but they harm only. 
themselves. Indeed, God fulfills HiSCovenant, and I hav~purified 
Thee and made my claim on Thee and raised Thee up to God, the 
True One, so that Thou rulest by the permission of God, on the 
Day of Resurrection, about that wherein mankind disagrees con
cerning the exalted Remembrance of God (dhikr alldh al- 'ah}. And 
God is witness over all things. Some of the people of the city have 
said: "We are God's helpers." But, when the Remembrance came 
suddenly upon them, they turned away from assisting .. us. Indeed 
God, My Lord and Thy Lord, is the True One, so worship Him . 
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And this is a high road (~irdt 'alz) in the estimation of Thy Lord
straight. Ere long will God judge among mankind with the Truth, 
then they will not find themselves any sanctuary from the rule of 
God, the Pure. Indeed, this command is ordained in the Mother 
Book.71 

This passage, as in the case with so many others in the 
Commentary on the Sura of Joseph, is developed around a 
section of the Qur'an. By seizing upon a key quranic word or 
phrase, usually in existing quranic sequence, the Bab elabo
rates his own particular message through paraphrase. This 
method, by which the Bab weaves his own words into the 
fabric of the Qur'an, is analyzed elsewhere72

; this particular 
chapter, the Surat al-imdn, of the Bab's tafsfr is constructed 
around the Surat At-i 'Jmrdn of the Qur'an (3:1- 60 approxi
mately). In any case, the above passages, which are typical of 
those found in each of the other one-hundred-ten chapters of 
the work seem to indicate that the Bab is intended by the 
Hidden I~am (his alter-ego) to be regarded as the personifica
tion of the remembrance of God. As we have seen, a source 
for such personification may be found in the works of Akhbarf 
tafsfr, where the Prophet and Imams are identified either in
dividually or collectively as dhikr. 

Quite apart from the rigorous effort of the Shaykhfs, and 
others before them (e.g., Mulla $adra, and apparently the Bab 
O~v.i,.::u:.4l:L.Cy V-1..7 .llri.1',...'""¢'.:'\\ taJ:uc•Jn..4:0..'\.:-.Al;A+ +,...Arn i-h~ 'h":l,...chnt:\CC Af 

Quite apart from the rigorous effort of the Shaykhfs, and 
others before them (e.g., Mulla $adra, and apparently the Bab 
himself in al-Baqara) to insulate belief from the harshness of 
the world such terms as dhikr and bdb are seen, especially 
here in this work of the Bab, to have a life of their own. The 
ideas which they convey: savior, guide, refuge, and so forth, 
are finally simply too appealing to remain in a philosophical 
realm to which the "common man" has no access. For the 
Shaykhfs, particularly the post-Rashtf Shaykhf authors, 
mankind in general is now, and will be for an indefinite span 
of time, incapable of recognizing the spiritual grandeur of an 
actual thcophany in the person of an Imam (nrl(iq, bd.b, dhaldr, 
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or dhikr). This is so because such recognition necessitates a 
spiritual correspondence between the theophany and the one 
who recognizes it.73 The Shaykhfs imply that such a corre
spondence can be expected in only a few cases. On the other 
hand, the proclamation that such an Imam has appeared "in 
the world" suggests a view of humanity as not essentially 
flawed, but potentially perfect in all the ways that the Imam 
himself is perfect, namely as the locus for the appearance of 
the innumerable divine attributes of God. An announcement 
such as the one contained in the The Commentary on the Sura 
of Joseph refuses to accept that such a capacity is limited to 
an elite.74 

In addition, the Shaykhf belief, taught by Sayyid Ka?im 
Rashti, that the world was on the verge of entering a new cy
cle which would involve a new and higher level of man's spiri
tual maturity could have suggested to those numerous Shaykhi 
students who were to become followers of the Bab that it was 
no longer necessary, or perhaps even possible to rely on the 
argument of "incapacity" as a safeguard against the dangers 
(spiritual and political) inherent in recognizing an actual per
son as the bearer of waldya. 75 

Bab. 

Every writer who has made mention of the Bab has pointed out 
.LJt.tU.- "'- "'-,_~ _ "-:"-1 - - - -- ----~.l t- ... i..: __ ~ "' .. t... ,.... t- ......... : ... -:_.. ,.... "°' i..: ,..., .......... : ,...,,..;,........., ,.... : ............. ; 

Every writer who has made mention of the Bab has pointed out 
that this title assumed by him at the beginning of his mission signi
fies in Arabic " Gate" or "Door," but in specifying that whereunto 
he professed to be the "Gate" they are no longer in accord.76 

- E. G. Browne 

The Imam, or Qa'im, was a prominent topic in the Bab's 
earlier commentary on Baqara. It has been argued that while 
in that work the Bab did recognize the Qa'im as a spiritual 
principle which had been " deposited" into the souls of the be
lievers, he also spoke of the eventual government (wizdra, 
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dawla) of the Qa'im.77 Granted, these terms are susceptible of 
an esoteric or spiritual interpretation. But, if is important to 
note that among the Shaykhfs the usual discussion of qiydma 
("resm:rection") involved recourse t0 elaborate discussions of 
subtle and dense time as well as to such "imaginal" locations 
as hurqalyd, or the 'diam al-mithtil. 78 Neither of these terms 
appear in the commentary on Baqara, or, for that matter, in 
the Commentary on the"Sura of Joseph. It may be argued that 
either the Bab, as a student of Shaykhf philosophy, had taken 
all of these terms and the ideas whkh they implied for granted 
and, therefore, found it unnecessary to employ them in that 
work; or that, for whatever reasons, he did not subsc;:ribe to 
the theory which they suggested. If he did not subscribe to 
the theory, it seems plausible to expect that he, along with a 
number of his early followers, many of whom were avowed 
Shaykhfs, anticipated the appearance of an actual ·person in 
the capacity of Qa'im-the return of the Hidden Imam. A 
third possibility, in line with Amanat's analysis, is that the 
Bab was far less influenced by the Shaykhfs than is commonly 
believed.79 At this point in the study of the Bab's life and 
work, this last possibility stands out as being the most likely 
of the three, although, as we have seen, there are clear points 
of agreement b~tween the Bab and the Shaykhfs in certain 
areas. It is, in any case, left open as to whether the Shaykhfs, 
notwithstanding their terribly recondite theories of qiydma, 
did not also expect an actual Imam to appear. 

One of the most frequent titles assumed by or "bestowed 
upon" the author of this commehtary is indeed that of "gate" 
(bdb). Because of this, and because it is the title by which 'Ali
Mubammad Shfrazf is best known, it is appropriate to treat in 
some detail what is undoubtedly a very important word. The 
better its use in the commentary is properly grasped, the bet
ter our ability to understand this rather difficult work. For if 
the term indicates, even at this stage of development of the 
Bab's message, something beyond a mere "herald" of future 
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events, namely a kind of prophethood, then the text, unusual' 
as it is, must be read as a "new scripture" {as is in fact stated 
in the work).80 In the face of new prophecy, we are well
advised to expect a departure from the rules. 81 That those 
reac'.ers of the revelation who became followers o·f the Bab 
would have found in the work suffident proof of such claims 
indicates that, however outlandish or bizarre the work might 
appear to w·estern readers, it undoubtedly had meaning for 
those who were perhaps in the best position to judge it. 

The word bdb occurs in almost every chapter of the text, 
· usu2.lly several times. Sometimes it appears simply as bdb al

ldh (the Gate of God): 
/ 

Verily, those who disbelieve in the sublime Gate of God1(bi-bdb al
lri.h al-raff), indeed We have ordained for them a painf~l chastise-
ment by the authority of God.82 · 

' 
At other times, it appears as bdb imdmikum {the Gate of your. 
Imam) 

Did not the Remembrance and the Book come 'to you from all. 
directions with the most great truth calling: "O people! I ·am the 
Gate of your awaited Imam ... "83 .... . 

or, ar:. hddhd 'l-bdb (this Gate) 

Inc.:eed, mankind is wrongfully neglectful and contentious con-. 
cerning this Most Great Gate of Our mighty Cause. And He is 
God, the Exalted (al- 'alt), the Great.84 "'*' 

Dhdlika 'l-bdb ("that Gate", "that is the Gate"; "this Gate", 
"this is the Gate") is also frequently encountered85 and is 
seen to exploit the ambiguity associated with dluilika 'l-kittib 
[Qur'an 2:2].86 Such a usage represents a particularly deft al
lusion to the Shf'f doctrine of the Imam as Book and. the Book 
as Imam, discussed above. 
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Several times, the author is referred to as bdb alldh al-akbar 
(the Most Great Gate of God), al-bdb al-akbar, (the Most Great 
Gate), or dhdlika al-Mb al-a~am (that/this Most Mighty Gate).87 

These usages find their parallel in others, such as adh-dhikr 
alldh al-alzbar (the Most Great Remembrance of God), or kali
mat alldh al-akbar (sic) (the Most Great Word of God).88 Other 
epithets, such as Mb aUdh al-rafi' (the Sublime Gate of God) 
are also found .89 Several times the ahl al-bdb (the people of 
the Bab) are referred to, indicating presumably those who 
have recognized the claims put forth: 

Verily, your Lord God said: "I am truly merciful to those of My 
servants who are believers from among the people of the Gate."90 

Similarly, the sabil al-bdb (the path of the Gate) or some varia· 
tion is often read: 

He is God, the Truth, He of whom [it is said] "There is no God 
but Him." He has desired only that you serve sincerely in the 
path of this Gate.9• 

A most important usage of the terrn appears in the following: 

inna ~mkm ad-dunya wa'l-dkltira 'aid khdtam n!-abwab /i 11uq(.ati 
'l-bdb lwwl an-nd.r qad kdna ff u.mm al-kitrib nia~ztthnan. 

Indeed, the rule of the world and the hereafter [devolves] upon 
the Seal of the Gates in the Point of the Gate in the precincts of 
fire, and is firmly established io the Mother Book.92 

An indication of how the Bab meant these references to be 
understood is found in such statements as: 

1rr1 ;.,.,,. 1.n/11111 M ir/ ml'n'ml rlnminl al-nhwrih hi·t11u/rat alldlt al· 

Several times, the author is referred to as bdb alldh al-akbar 
(the Most Great Gate of God), al-bdb al-akbar, (the Most Great 
Gate), or dhdlika al-Mb al-a~am (that/this Most Mighty Gate).87 

These usages find their parallel in others, such as adh-dhikr 
a//dh al-alzbar (the Most Great Remembrance of God)-:0rkali
mat alldh al-akbar (sic) (the Most Great Word of God). 88 Other 
~~:n,,.,~ ... ,..,,,..}, -. c- hnh nllnh nlA·nf{' hl-.t> ~11hlirrtP f'::l~P "f f':nrl\ 
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power of God. This Remembrance is He Who is intended as the 
Knower of all things (or, He who is intended by the divine name 
"learned") before Him Who is the All-Wise. And verily, He is 
God, the All-Praised.93 

Such a statement appears to support the idea put forth else
where that as a result of the unrelenting negative theology of 
Shaykhism, the Imams and the Prophet came to fill the "void" 
left by the deus absconditv.s (the hidden God).94 By negative 
theology is meant the classical view of God as being beyond 
any hwnan conception, including "pure being." Thus all that 
can be known of God is known through the Prophet and the 
Imams, who represent, collectively, and individually, the deus 
revelatus (the revealed God). Clearly, the two terms deus ab· 
sconditus and deus revelatus refer to two modes of the divinity, 
rather than to two distinct entities.% In this context, the rank 
of Mbiyya is elevated to fill the position otherwise occupied by 
the Imams. Nonetheless, there appears to be a certain amount 
of reluctance in recent studies to acknowledge that the Bab at 
this time was claiming such an exalted spiritual rank. 

While it is certainly true that the term bdb can refer to those 
who represented the Hidden Imam during the period of the 
minor occultation (i.e., 260 A.H./873-4 A.D. to 329 A.H./941 
A.D.) during which time he communicated to his followers 
through a series of four individuals who were known as 
"Gates," "Deputies," or "Emissaries" (abwdb, nuwwab, or 
sufani), it is also true that the term has a great many connota
tions as a function of its use in various traditions ascribed to 
the Imams and in other contexts.96 Nicolas, in arguing that 
the title denotes spiritual authority beyond "mere" bdbiyya 
(namely imdma), has discussed the importance of certain tra
ditions which designate the Imams themselves as "gates."97 

power of God. This Remembrance is He Who is intended as the 
Knower of all things (or, He who is intended by the divine name 
"learned") before Him Who is the All-Wise. And verily, He is 
God, the All-Praised.93 

Such a statement appears to support the idea put forth else
where that as a result of the unrelenting negative theology of 
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It is almost certain that references to the Concealed Imam in the 
works of the Bab are, even from the early stages, references to 
the status which inwardly he claimed for himself. 98 

This statement may be thought to be supported by those 
passages in the Ta/sir surat al-baqara, which speak of the 
Qa'im as an esoteric principle, perhaps even ultimately acces
sible to all believers. Elsewhere, however, Amanat refers to 
the vagueness of the terminology in the commentary, or its 
ambiguity.99 The conclusion put forth by him is that the Taf
s'fr surat Ytisuf announces certain claims of the Bab, but not 
his "real" claims.100 The point to be made in this article is 
that within the Bab's immediate literary and social milieu, 
such terms as bdb and dhikr had acquired a sufficiently broad 
semantic range to accommodate a hierarchy of meanings. It 
would, therefore, be wrong to suppose that the Bab'~ percep
tion of his spiritual rank had evolved or developed from see
ing himself as a representative of the Imam, to possessing the 
rank of imama, and ultimately to being a manifestation or 
claiming divinity, 'merely because his language became less 
ambiguous as time went by. To repeat, a study of the Ta/sir 
surat al-baqara has shown that the Bab's concept of spiritual 
authority was one in which the Prophet and the Imam could 
be equated, in1some ser;ise, with God. Moreover, one of the 
ontological l~vels of imdma .was seen to be bdbiyya or gate
hood, the level of the appearance of the principle of imdma to 
the believers. · 

For our purposes, this lJ,adfth' literature has been conve
niently summarized in I$fahani's dictionary.!01 The Akhbarf 
commentator of the Qur'an says. that both bdb and abwdb oc
cur in many traditions, meaning that the Imams themselves 
are the gates of God, and the gate by which the believer ap
proaches God. He quotes from the Kitdb kanz a~'-fawd'id, 102 a 
tradition in which the Prophet, addressing Abu Dharr {an early 
hero of the Shf'a) says: " 'Ali is the greatest gate of God (bdb 

I 
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dlldh al-akbar), he who desires God let him enter the gate." As 
we have seen, the Bab has appropriated this very title to him
self. I$fahanf then quotes from the book of Sulaym bin Qays:103 

I heard Salman al-Farisf ... say that 'Alf is a gate, God opens it 
and whoever enters is a believer and whoever goes out of it is. a 
disbeliever (kd/ir).104 

I$fahanf says that this meaning for the word bdb will also be 
adduced in the reports he lists in his article on al-bayt, as well 
as in the famous }Jadith mutawdtir (a tradition which has no 
gaps in its chain of transmission, implying that it is very relia
ble) in which Mubammad declared: "I am the city ,of knowl
edge and 'Ali is its gate." In addition, it occurs in s6me of the 
reports that cite the variant: "I am the house of ~isdom arid 
'Aif is its gate." 105 / 

I$fahani continues with material from the Manaqib of Tun 
Shahrashub, 106 which quotes 'Ali as having said: "I am the 
ga!:e of God through which anyone who comes to God must 
enter prostrate." He then quotes a9-$adiq f~~m the Ma'anf al
akftf.bdr:107 "'Alf said, 'I am the gate of repentance (dna bdb 
IJ,i((a(in, Qur'an 2:58). I$fahanf says that this hadfth will come 
again on the article on IJittatun and saffnatun ~here the mean
ing is that the Imams are like the "gate of repentance" of the 
Bani Isni'il mentioned in Qur'an 2:58. This statement also oc
curs in the course of the article on as-sur (wall) (Qur'an 57:13): 
"Aud a wall shall be set up between them, having a door in the 
inward whereof (bdtinuhu) is mercy, and against tl1~outward 
t11ereof (t;dhz'ruhu) is chastisement." The commentator says 
that the "gate" is 'Alf, just as the word gate in Qur'an 15:14 is 
'Alf. He adds that in some of the reports the Imams are said 
to be the "gates to the Qur'an," the "gate of faith," the "gate 
of immortality" (bdb al-muqa:m), the "gates of Paradise," "the 
gate of laws," the "most sought gate," the "gate of certi
tude," and finally the "gate of piety." 
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I~fahanf then quotes the transmission of al-Kaf'amf from 
the fifth Imam, al-Baqir: 

God is concealed from men by his prophet and the trustees 
(aw~iyd') who came after him to whom he gave all the knowledge 
men would require. 108 When the time came for the Prophet to 
give 'Alf the divine wisdom he said: "I am the city of knowledge 
and 'Alf is its gate." In any case, God had already made it obliga
tory upon men to submit to 'Alf in his statement: "';And enter in at 
the gate, prostrating, and say, 'Unburdening (IJ,i(ta(un)!' We will 
forgive you your transgressions, and increase [reward for] the 
good-doers" [Qur'an 2':58], that is, those who do not doubt the ex
cellence of the gate, and the loftiness of his power. 108 

Returning to Kdfi, where 'Alf himself is quoted, I~fahanf cites 
the statement: "God appointed knowledge for a c~rtain peo
ple and imposed upon the servants obedience to them through 
His statement: 'Enter the houses through their gates' [Qur'an 
2:189]. The 'houses' here are the houses of the knowledge 
which had been entrusted to the prophets. 'Their ·gates' are 
the trustees of the prophets." 

Isfahanf closes this article with his own views. He says that 
the~e last two IJ,adith and their like, especially those in his ,,. .. · 
article on al-bay{ andelsewhere, indicate that the intention is·· 
according to the exegetical principle of spiritual metaphor (al
murdd at-tashbihdt al-ma'nawiyya). "The prophets themselves 
are the gat~ of the religion (din) of God, and the signposts of 
His religion (ma 'dlim dinihz),~09 and the means of passing 
through the gates to Him for ~en. At the same time, the trus-
tees (awfjiyd; sing., waffi) are the gates of the prophets, and 
the means whereby men approach the prophets." He then 
quotes the Prophet, who said to 'Alf: "You are the gate to me 
for whoever enters it, and I am the gate of God; any one but 
you who enters it has not attained me and will not attain 
God." Then God sent down the verse: "It is not/piety to come 
to the houses from the backs of them ... "[Qui'an 2:189]. Is;
fabanf closes his discussion with the following: · · .... 
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Jt is obvious that the gate of the gate of God is the gate of God'. In 
this sense, the ulama are the gates to the Imams, nay, rather [they 
are] also the gates of God, according to this reasoning.110 And 
since such is the cause for the attainment of faith (al-fawz bi'l
iindn), and repentance of sins (~zatt adh-dhunub), and access to all 
the paradises, and the knowledge Of the divine laws, they· are 
named gates. 'Alf is the greatest gate (al-bdb al-akbar), inasmuch 
as he is clearly given this name in many of the reports. Likewise, 
the khulafd' al-jawr, and their following, and the ulama of the op
position and their companions, are the gates of disbelief' and 
deviation and hell. Ta'wil is applied to this word in all places ·ac
cordingly; only God truly knows.111 

Curiously, the author of Anwar makes no mer!tion of the 
historical four deputies (nuwwdb), or gates (abwdo) of the Hid
den Imam. In summary, bdb can designate th~ prophets: in 

I 

general, the Prophet Mul)ammad in particular:/ the Imams (es-
pecially 'Alf as al-bdb al-akbar), and even the lilama. In light of 
foe interchangeability in Shiism of the authority of Book and 
Imam, it is interesting that bdb appears to be uniquely applica
bie to a person. A similar case is the word'walf. 112 Apart from 
the single possibility of interpreting bdb as designating the 
Imams in their capacity as bdb al-Qur'dn (that is, as inter
preters of the Holy Book), the Qur'an itself'·is not mentioned 
in I$fahanf's discussion of the word. 

Another work which has been shown to have a b.earing :on 
the study of Shaykhism and the writings of the Bab, is 'Rajah 
Bursf's compilation of Shf'f lore entitled Mashdriq ahwdr al
yaqin Ji asrdr Amir al-Jviu'minin. 113 Aside from referring' to 
the recitation of the jdtif:za as a means of "opening" the gates 
o:f heaven to the believer, 114 Bursi quotes (in addition to quot
ing some of those IJ,adith mentioned in Anwar) the following: 

'Alf said: "O people! we are the gates of wisdom and the keys of 
mercy and the masters of the community and the trustees of the 
book. "l1s 

The Messenger of God said: "When I went up to the seventh 
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heaven, and beyond it to the sidrat al-muntahd ["the Lote-Tree 
beyond which there is no passing" for the believer], and beyond it 
to the veils of light, my Lord called to me and said, 'O Muham
mad, you are my servant, and I am your Lord, so humble yourself 
to me and serve me and trust in me and I will accept you as my 
servant and friend and messenger and will accept for you 'Alf as 
caliph and gate, and make him my proof against all my servants 
... To God there is a [particular] gate; whoever enters it is saved 
from Hell. [This gate] is the love of 'Alf. Indeed, he who loves 
'Ali, God will give him, for every vein in his body and every hair 
thereon a city in Paradise." 116 

Having examined what might be considered to be a synop
sis of Akhbarf thought on the term bdb, attention is now 
turned tosome of the ways the title figured in some of the 
works of Shaykh Al)mad and Sayyid Ka?im. It is important to 
note that both men were known by their followers as gates. 117 

Rafati refers to a letter written by Tahirih, who was one of 
the Letters of the Living (IJuruf al-IJ,ayy), in which reference is 
made to Shaykh Al)mad and Sayyid Ka?im as the "two gates 
(al-bdbayrif:'' and Sayyid Ka?im himself as ''the earlier gate of 
God'' (bdb alldh al-muqaddam). Sayyid Ka?im was also referred 
to in this way by the Babf historian al-Qatfl ibn al-Karbala'f. 118 

All of these sources, however, are written by Babfs who had 
previously been adherents of the Shaykhf school. So far, it 
has not been possible to locate a direct statement by either 
All of these sources, however, are wntten by tsabis who haa 
previously been adherents of the Shaykhf school. So far, it 
has not been possible to locate a direct statement by either 
Shaykh Al)mad or Sayyid Ka?im, in which an explicit claim to 
bdbiyya is made. 

However, given the above range of meanings which the 
term bdb was capable of bearing, it would not be surprising if 
these two scholars had tacitly accepted such a title as a possi
ble metaphor for the function of the ulama. Such would offer 
an example of the moderate Akhbarism which the Shaykhf 
leaders propounded as a means of bridging the gulf between 
two antagonistic Shf' f trends. 119 It is also possible that the 
former followers of Shaykh Al)mad and Sayyid Kaz,im have 
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retrojected the title bdb on to the first two masters of the Shay
khiyya, in order to emphasize a continuity between Shaykhism 
and the religion of the Bab. The Bab himself refers to them as 
gates in the Commentary on the Sura of Joseph: 

0 ye peoples of the earth! During the time of My absence I, ver
ily, sent down the gates unto you. However, the believers, except 
for a handful, obeyed them not. Formerly I sent unto you AJ:imad 
and more recently Ka?im, but ,apart from the pure in heart amongst 
you, no one followed them. 120 

The grammatical dual plural of bdb is found in several 
places throughout the commentary, and it may be thought 
that wherever it occurs, it may on some level, refer to the first 
two leaders of the Shaykhf school. 121 However, the dual plural 
is so widely used throughout the commentary that it should 
be considered a separate subject. Suffice it here to say that 
such high frequency of the dual form is an allusion to the 
language and content of the famous "Sermon on the [Two] 
Gulfs." 122 

To return to the term bdb in Shaykhf thought, commenting 
on a verse of a traditional Shf'f prayer of visitation: "May peace 
be upon you, 0 people of the House of Prophecy!", 123 Shaykh 
Al)mad says that this means that the Imams are the people of 
the house of prophetic knowledge because they preserve it, 
oe upon you, u peop1e or me rtouse or rropnecy! , '~J ;:,nay Kn 
Al)mad says that this means that the Imams are the people of 
the house of prophetic knowledge because they preserve it, 
and this knowledge is from divine revelation (wah{). In the 
esoteric interpretation, the "house" is the Messenger of God 
himself in whom nubUwa was put, and the separate "houses" 
are all of the family of the Messenger. "However, the 
Prophet is the greatest house, nay rather he is the city and 
they are the gates." He quotes al-Baqir: "The family of Mu
l)ammad are the gates of God and the path to Him and the 
summons to Paradise." He then quotes the celebrated IJadith 
in which the Prophet says that he is the city of knowledge and 
'Alf is its gate, and that no one enters this city except through 
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its gate. Shaykh Al:imad also says that it is related that the 
Prophet said: '7f am the city of wisdom."124 In this case, wis
dom means knowledge. He then quotes the Kitdb al-il;tijdj of 
Tabarsf, which contains the statement of 'Alf commenting on 
Qur'an 2:189, about which he says: "We are the houses which 
God commanded to be entered by their gates, we are ·the 
gates of God and the house which should be entered thereby. 

who pledges allegiance to us and confesses our waldya will 
have entered these houses through their gates, but whoever 
opposes us will have entered the houses from behind." 
Shaykh Al)mad then cites'several of the tradition,_swhich were 
cited by I~fahanf, indicating his own veneration of the Akh
barf tradition.125 This veneration was either already shared 
by, or passed on to, his successor Sayyid Ka:;:;im Rashtf.. , 

Sayyid Ka:;:;im speaks of the "Gate of God" in various ways. 
In one place, he refers to Mul;iamn:iad himself as the bdb alldh, 
from which those who claim to be independent have turned 
away. 126 Elsewhere. he speaks of the divine bounties (al
fuyurj,dt) as being the gate of God to creation (bdb allah ild ~l
khalq).127 And in another passage, relating the. three categones 
of abddl ("substitUtes," "saints")-arkdn, nuqabd', and nujabd' 
-to the idea of gate, he says that they are three, but one in es
sence (ji 'ayn ka

1
wnihd wa~idatun). 128 

The first is the place where divine unity appears (rna:fhar at-tawlJ,id) 
in the maqam at-tabi'iyya. The second is the place where pro~he~y 
appears (mm;har an-nubuwa) in the same maqam. And the third 1s 
the place where walaya appears 1 (ma~har al-walaya) in the same 
maqdm. Each one is a ma~har at-tawlJ,id, nubUwa, and waldya, and 
each is [simultaneously] a manifestation of the part (m~har al
ba 'if) and a manifestation of the whole (ma:fhar al-kull). 129 . 

The inspiration for this statement is the quranic reference 
to the "single command (or cause)" of God, as is clear from 
the portions of verses immediately quoted in rapid succession 
as follows: 
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And Our command (amruna) is but one (walfidatun) ... Thou can 
:'lee no disharmony (tafdwutin) in the creation of the Merciful ... 
. rf it had been from any other than God they would have seen 
d1erein much disharmony .130 : 

So he who recognizes only one aspect is one-eyed (a'war), a~d 
he who recognizes [only] two aspects in one is cross-eyed (alfwa[). 
But he who recognizes them all in one aspect, and not in three, is 
a true seer (basfrun Mmilun) . ... Know that the gates of the gate 
and the aspe~ts of the threshold are all one, when you consider 
what is inside the "house" or the "city."131 But if the sight is 
·.urned to the gates as such (ilii nafs al-abwab), then the gate will 
cisappear and the threshold becomes blocked. 132 It is as if the 
~;ate were the same as the "house."133 / 

Here is an instance of the important theme of s.i~ultaneous 
veiling and revealing. If attention stops at the gt;tte itself, then 
thrit to which it leads is lost sight of, or veiled,.:This is a clear 
warning about indiscriminant attachment tO"' the "personal
ity'' of the person who functions as the gate. On the other 
hand, this same gate when approached as a: means of leading 
beyond itself, reveals. · 

Elsewhere Sayyid Ka:;:;im, quotes the following ~d{th from 
th~ tenth Imam, 'Alf ibn Mu}:iammad al-Ha~~ al-'Askarf (di~-
arpeared 254 A.H./868 C.E.): . . ; 

When yo~ approach the gate recite the creed (shahada)134 twice, 
for the gate of God is not known unless God is remembered 
f mentioned] near it. And if God is brought to mind near it ('in
dahu), then it is [truly] the gate, and the proof (ad-datl[) and the 
threshold, and the path. And if God is not brought to mind in 
his/its presence ('indahu) in neither His name nor attribute, then 
that [particular] gate is not the gate of God.135 

The intention here of the ~wdfth (and of Sayyid Ka~im) 
seems to be quite straightfon.vard: if someone claims to be the 
"gate of God" and God is in fact not "brought to·mind" when 
in the presence of such a claimant, then the claims are false.136 
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In several places Sayyid Kaz;im appears to use the terms 
gate (bdb) and veil (fjijab) interchangeably. Thus, in speaking 
of thefdti}J.a, he says that a proper reading of it will name the 
one who is the "gate of gates" (bdb al-abwdb) and the first veil 
of "the breath of the Merciful" (an-nafas ar-ra}J.mdn{). 137 Here, 
bdb al-abwdb is one of the many names of the Holy Spirit, who 
as a primordial creature (and also as a creative principle) re
cites "both books" ~the "book" of creation and the Qur'an 
proper. Commenting on the verse of the ode: "This is the cur
tain of the city of knowledge away from whose gate is led the 
one who has not entered" (hddhd riwdq mad{nat al-'ilm al-lat{ 
min bdbi-hd qad dulla man ld yadkhulu), Sayyid Kaz;im says 
that three words are important here: curtain (ar-riwdq), city 
(al-madfna), and gate (al-bdb), the exoteric meanings of whiQi.. 
require no interpretation. 

I will mention that which has overflowed to me from the sea of 
Light (balf,r an-mer) and that which has come to me thro~gh the 
praise of God from the world of felicity ('diam as-sun.Zr) which has 
not been mentioned before, except by way of allusions. 138 

He then defines "curtain" (ar-riwdq) as "threshold" (jandb), 
"gate of the gate" (bdb al-bdb), and "veil of the veil" (}Jijab 
al-IJ,ijdb). Further, ~e calls it: 

The pole around which the days r~volve, the full moon wh~ch ill~
mines the darkness (badr az-zaldm) . .. the one who combines [m 
his person) those teaching~ Uami' al-kqlim) about piety and jus-

which refute, on behalf of true religion, the corruption of the 
exaggerators (talptf al-@.alin), ... t.he judge over the flock and 
the rightful successor of the Imam (khalifat al-imam), ... the tree 
of piety (shajarat at-taqwa), he without whom the traces of proph· 
ecy would have been effaced and. without whom the pillars of 
walaya would have crumbled .... [He is) the one who knows, with
out having to learn (al· 'dlim bi-@_ayr at-ta 'allum), the understander 
(al- 'drij) of all the mysteries of Being in both the invisible and visi· 

.·• 
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ble worlds, the dawning place of the [single J point of knowledge 
(rnatla' al-'ilm) which the ignorant have multiplied .... [He is] the 
one who knows the secret of the one and the many ... and the 
secret of integration (sirr al-jam') and the integration of integra· 
tion (jam' al-jam') and the mystery of. reward and punishment ... 
and the mystery of that soul, which if known, God is known. 139 

One of the more important features of this passage is, of 
course, the reference to unlearned knowledge, sometimes re· 
ferred to as 'ilm laduni (cf. Qur'an 18:65), which was one of 
the credentials the Bab was eventually to claim. 'Sayyid 
Ka~::im continues in the same vein at some length, adducing 
siff.ilar equivalents for the curtain of the door of the city of 
knowledge. Although no proper names are mentiqli.ed, it is 
possible that by the words "gate" and "city", the persons (or: 
principles) of 'Alf and Mul)ammad are intended'.,.It may also 
be that Rashtf here regards himself as the curtahi, which both· 
conceals and provides access to the Imam. G1ven however, 
his own scholasticism, it is difficult to see how the qualifica
tion of unlearned knowledge could be appropriated by him, 
unless it refers to supernatural lmowledge which he acquired 
from the kinds of dreams or visions which both Shaykh AQ
mad and the Bab experienced. 140 It is also ex~lained that the 
term curtain (riwdq) is equally applicable to tlie abddl, namely 
those souls who qualify as arM.n, nuqabd, and nujabd·(whose 
numbers are often set at four, thirty, and forty respectively), 
who will serve in their capacity as riwdq until the day of 
judgement (yawm al-waqt al-ma 'lurn). 141 • :1il • 

Another aspect of bdbiyya comes a little later; m discussing 
the famous hadith in which the seven grades constitutive of 
spiritual kno~ledge (ma 'rif-a) are mentioned, 142 Sayyid Ka~im 
makes the following statement: 

gates are the [former] prophets; they were the gates of G~d 
in worldly affairs (tashri'), but our Prophet is the ~ate of God ;m 
both the metaphysical and physical worlds (takwtn wa tashn. '). 
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Existence comes to no one except through his agency (wdsifa) and 
the agency of the awliyd ·after him, particularly the Seal of Abso
lute Waldya (i.e., 'Alf; khtitam.al-waldya al-muflaqa) to whom lefd
ership (riydsa) and sovereignty (saltana) befell from the Seal of 
Prophecy (nubuwa, i.e., Mul;iammad).143 · 

Commenting on the word satr (now glossed as IJ,ijab, veil), 
which occurs in another verse of the ode, Sayyid 'Ka~im gives 
it a precise meaning: 

[It is] the gate which connects the higher world with the lower (al
bab al-wd;jil wa'l-wdsi{a bayna al-'dli wa'l-sdfi[) the one who inter
prets the meaning of the Qur'an (al-mzdarjim li't-tibydn 'inda 
ta'lim al-Qur'dn) . .. to whomever does not understand. This can 
only be the one who unites the two stations, the tenant in the .two 
degrees, the matter be.tween the two matters, the one who abides 
over the two gulfs, the one who surveys the two wests and the 
two easts (jdmi' al-maqdmayn, khd'iz al-mmtabatayn wa'l-arnr bayn 
al-amrayn, al-wdqif 'ald at-tutunjayti, al-nd?ir ff'l-mag}J_ribayn wa'l
mashriqayn).144 

Sayyid Ka.t;:im then says that the Messenger of God is the 
. most great veil interposed between God and His creation, and 

the awliyd' and, the khulafd are his veils which are interposed_ 
between him ahd his flock: 

The waif is the veil and gate of the Prophet (nabi}. And this wal{ 
also has a gate and they are the ulama who really know (al- 'ulamd' 
al- 'drifun al-atydb) and the perfect spiritual guides. They are the 
gate of gates (bdb al-bdb) and the veil of veils (~iijdb al-lfijdb). 145 

Apart from seeing in this statement a possible indication for 
an understanding of the idea of the Fourth Support, namely 
as the whole body of those from among the Shf'a who may be 
considered "perfect spiritual guides," we see in all of this 
material how closely Sayyid Kaiim accepts the wide variety 
of meanings given to the word bdb in those akhbdr quoted in 

•" . 
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A1iwdr. (Cf. especially the mention of shi'atuhum al-kummal, 
"their perfect shi'a," above, p. 15.) -

This application of the term gate (bdb) to prophets is remi
niscent of certain Isma'flf texts, such as the work ascribed to 
Ja'far ibn Man$lir al-Yamanf (tenth century C.E.), supposed 
author of the Kitdb al-ka§.flf. It may, therefore, represent an 
actual case of the often suggested Isma'flf influence (albeit 
th:-ough Akhbarf Qur'an interpretation) on Shaykhf thought: 

The i:iaming of the gates: One gate is Adam and his proof (/Jujja) 
is Seth; one gate is Noah and his proof is Shem, one gate is Abra
ham and his proof is Ishmael; one gate is Moses and Joshua is his 
-proof; one Gate is Jesus and Simon his proof. The prpof of Mu-
1;ammad is 'Alf. The proof of ~Iasan is ijusayn. The Proof of 'Alf 
b. ijusayn is Mul;iammad his son al-Baqir, the proof,.bf al-Baqir /s 
AbU 'Abq Allah Ja'far a9·$adiq b. Mul;ammad,/and thus the 
Imams from the progeny of Ja'far b. Mul;ammad, one after the 
other, until the appearance (i?uhur) of the Qa'i~;i4s 

This statement is important because it suggests that the 
term gate is used as a function of relation, and not as an abso
lute, as is the case with other such terms (e.g., proof, }Jujja). 
Corbin, in his study of other Isma'flf works, has spoken ofa 
ten-tier hiei·archy for the Isma 'flf grade of ,i,abryya, 147 which 
indicates further the all-important relativity of the term. The 
bdb, according to another early text, is precisely the last 
Imam, "le Resurrecteur. " 148 While _here in the Kz'tdb al-ka§}Jf, 
Mul:iammad is not explicitly called a gate, it is implied in the 
context. The passage presupposes a kind of progre~ive reve
lation which the Bab, our author, most certainly subscribed 
to. For example, he says that the "day of resurrection" for 
one religion is the advent of a new religion which is destined 
to supplant it. 149 Thus the time of Jesus was the day of resur
rection for the religion of Moses, the time of Mul)ammad was 
the day of resurrection for the religion of Jesus.,and his own 
manifestation represents the day of resurrection for Islam.150 
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In this regard, and in particular connection with the sura of 
Joseph, it is of some interest to note that an eighteenth cen
tury Isma'fif commentary by the thirty-third Yemeni dd'i mut
laq, l)iya'u'd-Dfn Isma'il ibn Hibat Allah, interprets the first 
part of 12:56 ("So We established Joseph in the land") as: 
"That is, by his attaining to the rank of gatehood." 151 (wa 
kadhdlika makkannd li- Y usu/ ff'l-ar4 . .. , ya 'ni, bi-bulU@.ihi 
bi-rutbati'l-Mbiyya) Clarification of what is meant here by 
bdbiyya is found elsewhere in the work, where one Abu Mu
l;ammad Aristattilis is mentioned. as being the ndsut (human 
form) of the mysterious prophet-figure Khic;lr, for whom he 
thus functions as a veil and the bdb al-abwdb. In this way, his 
earthly sovereignty functions as "the Imamic Veil", (al-J:Jijdb 
al-imtim£yya). The implication is that whoever obeys this par
ticular political leader also obeys the higher authority on 
whose behalf the earthly leader functions, at one and the 
same time, as a concealer and a representative.152 

This commentary need not have any direct connection with 
the Bab's for such shared sem~ntic relationships to exist. 
Given the factor .of geography alone, the possibility of the Bab 
(or even Shaykh Al:imad) ever having read it is: remote. The 
citation is interesting because it refers to the office of bdb in , ... ·· 

·connection with earthly sovereignty, and also as a veil. It also _,. 
\ 

points to a specific case of Isma'ilf doctrinal correspondence. 
Commenting on another verse in which the word Mb is 

used, 153 Sayyid Ka~im says that the gate, as a veil, is an 
intermediary: .· · 

[Bab] means the saintly men (ar-rijdl al-abddf). And because it 
represents two relationships (i.e., one to the higher world, the 
other to the lower) it is named "gate."1s4 

Sayyid Ka:::;im says that bdb is composed of three letters, 
two of which are the same, which indicates the joining of 
the two principles (i.e., "higher" and "lower"). The other let

. ter stands between them and indicates the ultimate unity of 
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both worlds. The letter M' which stands for this relationship, 
even though it appears to be two, is in reality only one. But if 
it i!; omitted, there ceases to be a gate. The first bd' indicates 
the principle of fatherhood. The second M' is the b<i" of the 
basmala, from which all existing things came forth (analogous 
to motherhood).155 

This idea of the bdb as veil is taken up elsewhere in Qasida . . ' 
am: it appears to be one of the more important themes of the 
book. 156 Representing, therefore, a principle which simultane~ 
oudy reveals and conceals, the title bdb was admirably suited 
to the uses put to it by the author of the Commentary on the 
Sura of Joseph. . , 

Sayyid Ka~im also equates "gate" with the face of God (i.e.; 
the Imam)l57; the Fourth Support, which here is ftlrther de
fined as the perfect master (al-murshid al-kdmil) and just 
teacher (ash-shaykh al- 'ddil). This is a contrasting view to 
Shay~hf material discussed above, in which fu.e. Fourth Sup~ 
port is seen to refer to a group, rather than an individual.158 
He several times refers explicitly to the "city of knowledge'; 
}].adith159 ; and in one place says that the QU:r'an itself is th~ 
"gate," an equivalence we have not been ah1e·to locate in the 
Akhbarf literature.160 However, as was the case in that litera~ 
ture as summarized in Anwar, there seems to be no direct 
reference to the early emissaries of the :Hid.den Imam as 
gates, b.ut confirmation of this would require further study of 
the work. What is clear is that the word is used in a variety of 
ways indicating prophecy and irndrna. 

Such is the immediate background for the mannerjn which 
the Bab's first disciples could have understood the term gate; 
particularly as used in those passages mentioned above~ 
where the author of the Commentary on the Sura of Joseph is 
called the "most great gate of God." As such, I do not think 
that the word struck them as vague. It may be, however, that 
these persons who allied themselves with the movement and 
wh.J did not come from a Shaykhf or other similar·milieu did 
not perceive all of the manifold implications of the term. This 
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might explain why the Bab employed other, more universally 
recognized titles of authority, as his movement gained in 
popularity. But it seems clear that his assumption of the titles 
bdb and dhikr did, in jact, put forth his real claims right from 
the beginning. 

NOTES 

On the spelling of the word tutunjiyya, see note at beginning of the 
references of Lambden paper, p. 160. 

·i. Nabfi, Dawn-Breakers, p. 65. Corroboration of this date may 
be found in the text of the commentary where the Bab mentions 
that at the time of writing he is twenty-five years old. (The Bab, 
Joseph, p. 16). See the discussion of the date of composition in 
MacEoin, "Charismatic," pp. 157-8. 

2. Browne, "The Babfs," pp. 908-909: · hddlui. al-!f.!i:.uldm al
'Arabi al-Mul;ammadi al- 'Alawi al-Fdfimi al-Makki al-Madani al
Abta/ti al-'Jrdqi (The Bab, Joseph, p.225). While such an adjectival 
litany may be foreign to Western tastes, it is of course universally 
regarded as one of the pillars of style in older Arabic literature, e.g. 
as-Suyutf refers to the 'Abbasid "quasi-Caliph" al-Muttawakkil as: 
al-Jmdmi al-A ~ami al-Hashimi al- 'Abbasi al-Mutawakkili. (William 
Y. Bell, ed. & trans., The Mutawakk£li of as-Suyufi p. 15, Arabic 
text). , 

3. Ibid., qJoting Rosen, Collections, p. 186. , 
4. Browne, "The Babis", p. 909. Browne's transliteration of 

this passage, which occurs in the Surat al-'abd, (The Bab, Joseph, p. 
226) is: Al-Bd 'u s-sd'iratu ft'l-md'il-1;,urU.fin (sic) wa 'n-NuMatu'l-wd~i-
fatu 'ald bdbi'l-Alifeyn. i · 

MacEoin thinks such passages containing references to Mecca 
and Medina (as in Makki and Madanf) were written after (or at least 
during) the Bab's pilgrimage. This would, of course explain their 
otherwise perhaps somewhat mysterious use. (See MacEoin, "Char
ismatic," p. 158.) It is also possible that, by using such adjectives, 
the Bab was interested in invoking the purely spiritual connota
tions such terms would have in caJling to mind highly venerated· 
holy places in Islam in general, and in the case of Iraq, Shf'f Islam in 
particular. -

" " 
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5. Browne, "The Babfs," p. 909. Although Browne gives no , 
reference for this quotation, it may be found in the recent edition of : 
what is persistently referred to as Ibn 'Arabf's Qur'an commentary, · 
but '.v·hich is most certainly the work of 'Abd ar-Razzaq al-Kashani, • 
Ta/sir al-Qur'dn al-Karim, v. 1, p. 8. -

G. Sayyid Ka~im Rashtf, SharlJ, al-qafiida al-ldmiya, (hereafter 
Qa!jida). The .edition used here is unpaginated. Page numbers sup- ' 
plied are counted from the recto of the title page. The qa:;fda (ode) , 
was written by one 'Abd al-Ba qi Afandf al-Mui;;ili (b. 1204 A.H./1789 
c.E.-·d. 1278 A.H./1861 C.E.). Al-Mu9ili spent most of his life in : 
Baghdad and was a distinguished poet and the author of .several · 
works on poetry and biography. This particular ode is devoted to 
the seventh Imam Musa Ka~im (d. 183 A.H./799-800 c.E.), and was : 
writien on the occasion of the donation of a piece of the covering of : 
the Prophet's tomb in Medina by Sultan MaQ.mud II to bef used for : 
tl1e Shrine of the Imam Mus<\ located in Ka~imayn. Ra8hti wrote : 
his commentary in 1258 A.H./1842 C.E. 'at the request.of 'Ali RiQ.a ' 
Pasha, then governor of Baghdad. It is possible th4t the original · 
qafifd'l (as well as the gift) was motivated by anti-Wahhabi sentiment. i 

For brief references to Sayyid Ka~im's commentary see Rafati, 
"Development," p. 133 and references; MacEoin;' "Charismatic," : 
p. 104 and references. The entire work really needs to be studied . 
thoroughly. Corbin seems .not to have taken an interest in it. Ni·: 
colas, on the other hand, has translated a passage from it, part of · 
which corresponds to a passage cited by the renow~£d Baha'f apolo-: 
gist, Mfrza Abti'l-FaQ.a'il Gulpayganf in his Kitdb aljard'id (pp. · 
575-7) where the object is to show that Shaykhi writings predicted · 
the advent of the Bab. ' : 

7. Rashtf. Qa:;ida, p. 82. "Walf" designates the one in whom . 
divine authority has been invested. It may also be tran~ated as 
"gm•rdian." · ' 

8. Browne, "The Babfs," p. 909. (Browne's transliteration.) 
9. See Corbin, En Jsla,m iranien, vol. 1, pp. 186-99. Some of this 

material is translated and discussed in Lawson, "The Qur'an," pp. 
115-22. Briefly, these terms refer to the lower two of four hierarchi
cal levels of divinity and its manifestation. 

lo. Browne, '!The Babfs," p. 909. 
11. Rosen, Collections, pp. 180 & 181. 
12. This corresponds to The Bao, Joseph, pp. 92-8. 
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13. The Bab, Joseph, pp. 160--86: 
14. Corbin refers to this as "kathenQtheism." See En Islam 

iranien, vol. 1, pp. 205-6. The idea may be found in the teachings of 
the Imams themselves, for example the following one quoted in ibid. 
from 'Ali himself. · · 

"I am to Mu.Qammad as light is to light." Shaykh AJ:imad al-A.Qscl.'f ex
plained this statement as follows:. "This light is totally In Mu~ammad, 
it is totally in the Imam 'Alf, totally in Fatima, totally in the Imam I;Iasan, 
totally in the Imam I;Iusayn, just as it is totally in .each one of the remain
ing Fourteen Pure Ones (i.e., MuI:iammad, Fatima, and the twelve 
Imams). Despite its multiplicity, it is nonetheless one. This is what the 
Imams meant when they said: 'We are all Mul]ammad. The first among 
us is Mul)ammad. The one in the middle is Mutiammad. The last of us is 
also MuJ:iammad.'" 

The Bab certainly subscribed to ·this view. Lawson, "The 
Qur'an," passim. 

15. MacEoin, "Concept," p. 93; "Reactions,''.'. pp. 16-20. 
16. But giving as reason for this the fact th'at the text is con-

"' cerned with doctrinal reflections. The genre of ta/sir is not condi-
tioned by the absence or presence of doctrinal reflections. 

17. MacEoin, "Charismatic," p. 158. 
18. See Momen, "The Trial." This important article analyzes 

the precise charges of the proceedings against one of the Bab's di,iv· 
ciples and e~amines the relevant passages of the Corilmentary·on 
the Sura of Joseph, the promulgation of which led to these charges. 
Momen's conclusion is the same as the one put forth here: that the 
Bab was claiming revelation. · 

19. MacEoin, "Charismatic," p. 159. Although it is clear that 
"the theory behind the tafsiriwas much more complex than mere 
imitation of the Qur'an." (ibid., emphasis added) 

20. MacEoin, "Charismatic," p. 159, where the author gives 
references to the Cambridge ms. 

21. MacEoin, "Charismatic," p. 159. 
22. The Bab, Baqara, p. 239. 
23. MacEoin, "Charismatic," p. 159. 
24. Translated by Browne, "Remarks," p. 265. Part of this pas

sage is cited in MacEoin, "Charismatic," p. 157. 
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25. The Bab, Writings, p. 119. 
26. MacEoin, "Sources," pp. 125-6. 
27. Landolt, Correspondance, p. 21. 
28. Balyuzi, The Bab, p. 231, fn. 11. 
29. Because these terms are used. with such frequency, it would 

be impossible to indicate all those hundreds of passages in which 
they occur. For those titles mentioned here, the first three may be 
read at The Bab, Joseph, p. 4 and the last may be found at The Bab, 
Joseph, p. 8. 

30. Browne (trans.), New History, pp. 336, 359, 374, 376 (jenab·i 
d.:Zikr), 382, 394; idem, "Catalogue and Description," p. 303. 

31. MacEoin, Reactions, p. 18. 
32. Amanat, nEarly," p. 173. " 
33. See Lawson, "The Qur'an," e.g., pp. 78-114. / · '. 
34. Anwar, pp. 151-2; for dhi.~r as Qur'an: 43:44, fJjidith quoted 

from al-Kafi (see Kulaynf in bibliography) on the authority of al?
$3.diq; for dhikr as Prophet: 16:43, ~iadith from a9-$~diq; for dhikr 
as 'Alf: 62:9, from the Kitab al-ikhtisas of al-Muffd;' lzadith ascribed 
to al-Baqir (Anwar, p. 26); for dhikr ~Uah al·akl/ar ·as the Imarris: 
29:45, IJadith ascribed to al-Baqir (Anwar, pp. 7-8). References 'in 
p::irentheses indicates that ll?fahani does not mention these reports 
in the course of his article, but refers to them .as having• already 
b~en cited in one of the three prologues to his tafsfr. ' 

35. "Qala shaykhund al- 'alldrna," Anwar, p. 152. 
36. A similar interpretation is given for Qur~an 18:101, 74:31.! 
37. Anwar, p. 152. 
38. Anwar here misquotes the Qur'an, replacing invoked (udi'ya) 

with mentioned (dhukira). Nonetheless, such a reading is in line with 
Akhbari commentary, cf. Bahranf, Burhan, v. 4, pp. 77-8, #2 where 
thetwo verses are said to complement one another. 

111 
· 

39. Anwar, p. 152. In the · Qa!iida, Sayyid Ka;:;im Rashtf says 
"Each prophet is the embodiment (~w~il) of one of the divine names 
which are specific to his station and rank ... the names, from the 
point of view of unity and multiplicity, are as individual drops from 
the sea of absolute nubitwa, and the embodiment of this latter rank 
is the seal of the prophets (Mul;iammad) ... who is the bearer of the 
ism al-a'fam al- 'a;;am al-a';;am, and the one who mentions (dhdkir) 
the dhilzr al-ajall al-a 'Id al-a 'Id al- 'ala." ( Qa!ffda, p. 66). 
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40. For a detailed study of this topic see Ayoub, "The Speaking 
Qur'an,"; see also Momen, Shi'f Islam, p. 16 and footnote. 

41. Corbin, En Islam iranien, v. 4, p. 23 quotes the following 
statement from as-Suhrawardf (d. 1191 C.E.): "le Livre est l'Imam 
muet, l'Imam est le Livre parlant." (Source unspecified.) 

42. Cf. the characteristic argument from the Bab found in his 
commentary on the Surat al-kawthar, affirming the necessity of 
what he calls "the hidden support." Briefly, the argument runs: it is 
not permissible to rely upon the ulama for guidance, because some 
of them are more qualified than others and they disagree amongst 
themselves. It is, therefore, necessary to choose only one for a 
guide, because "none but a single soul is capable of bearing the 
universal bounty from the Imam." The Bab, Tafir surat al-kawthar, 
f. 36b. 

43. Corbin, Trilogie, index, s.v. Ndtiq. 
44. Corbin, En Islam iranien, v. 4, p. 283 summarizing lbrahfmi, 

Fihrist, v. 1, pp. 127-31. · 
45. Apart from the many ftadith from the Imams that mention 

the mysterious categories· of nuqabd', nujabd', and so forth, classical 
Sufism frequently speaks of a group of pure souls who are unknown 
to the generality of men. (See, e.g., Ahli Bakr al-Kalabadhf (d. ca. 
380 A.H./990 C.E.), Kitdb at-ta'arruf.(English translation by Arberry, 
The Doctrines,· pp. 10-11.) Cf. the later development in as- ... 
Suhrawardf of the idea of the "pole" (qufb)discusse·d by Corbin, En .· · · 
Islam iranien, y. 2, pp. 67-80. · -

46. The Bab, Baqara, p. 52. On the Shaykhf doctrine of the four 
supports, see Momen, Shi'i Islam; p. 228. 

47. The Bab, Baqara, p. 52. 
48. Bowering, Mystical, pp. 237-8; n.b. also the famous state

ment.of al-f.fallaj: "I am the Truth (and 'l-IJ.aqq)." 
49. Chodkiewizc, Sceau, e.g., pp. 178-9 and 203. 
50. It is interesting, in this regard, to notice the exact phraseol

ogy of Sahl's claim: "I am the proof of God for you in particular 
(kha:):)atan) and for the"people in general ('ammatan)." (Bowering, 
Mystical, p. 237). This could be read in connection with the state of 
affairs in Shiism at the time. While the Hujja was indeed in hiding, 
he was nonetheless available to a select group of people, namely, 
the four gates or deputies (abwdb, or nuwwdb) mentioned below, p. 
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27. It is possible to read in Sahl's claim an attempt to correct what. 
might have appeared to him to be an unsatisfactory religious situa-' 
tion, namely, that mankind be deprived of direct, authoritative guid-: 
ance. In addition, it is interesting to bear in mind the later frequent: 
Shf'i usage of the terms, kha:):) and 'amm, in which the former refers 
to t!1e Shf'fs and the latter refers to the Sunnis. ' 

51. Bowering, Mystical, p. 237. 
52. This khutba, preserved in the Nahj al-bald@.a, is a favorite 

among the Shf'a because it offers a rare statement by 'Alf on the 
usurpation of the caliphate by Abu Bakr. It is referred to many 
times by the Bab in Baqara (see Lawson, "The Qur'an," passim). 
The opening line is: "By God! That man (i.e., Ahli Bakr) snatched 
the caliphate as if it were a garment which could be put on by him, 
even though all the while he knew that my station was [lik~] that of 
the pivot of the grinding stone (11.Ja innahu la-ya'lamu ma~~~lli minhd 
mahallu 'l-qu(b min ar-rah.d)." (Nahj, v. 1, pp. 30-1.) / 

53. One discussion of the relationship between Sufism and Shi
ism is Seyyid Husayn Nasr, "Shi'ism amd Sufism: their Relationship 
in Essence and in History," Sufi Essays, (New York; 1977) 104-20. 
See also the related article in ibid., 97-103: "Seventh-century 
Sufism and the School of Ibn 'Arabi." The standard reference for 
the whole topic, particularly a!:: it concerns early Islamic history is 
asb-Shaybf, a~-$ilah. The magisterial work by Gramlich (see bibliog
rapty) is a comprehensive study of Iranian Sufism. 

5-L Out of 145 "conversions" of leading Babfs before 1264 A.H./ 
1843 C.E., seventy-five were of persons identified as Shaykhfs. · 
Smith and Momen, "The Babi Movement," p. 60. - - · 

55. See, however, the 'view that the expectation of a new cycle,· 
taught by al-Al;isa'f and Rashtf (but not widely circulated) uheight-: 
enec: a sense of millenarian hope among some Shaykhiyy;j for the: 
full disclosure of the new age through the guidance of the perfect 
Shf'ah, or possibly even the long-expected return of the Hidden· 
Imam," (Scholl, p. 232). 

55. "Quiconque se proclame publiquement le Bab de l'Imam, se 
met eo ipso en dehors du sh!'isme, car il en profane le secret fonda
mental, viole la g}J_aybat, rompt l'attente eschatologique." Corbin, 
En Islam iranien, v. 4, p. 283, paraphrasing lbrahfmf, Fibr:z'st. 

57. Bausani, "Babfs," p. 33. 
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58. Amanat, "Early," pp. 148-51. 
59. Amanat, "Early:'' pp. 56-99. The whole topic is the subject 

of MacEoin, "Charismatic," which provides many important insights. 
60. Cf. the discussion of this in Amanat, "Early," pp. 175-6. 
61. Amanat, "Early," pp. 171-5. 
62. The Bab, Joseph, p. 7. Much of the language of the Ta/sir 

surat Yusuf consists of variations on the same theme. Similar state
ments may be found on almost every page. 

63. Note that the word servant ('abd) is one of the more frequent 
· by which Mul:iammad is referred to in the Qur'an (e.g.; 2:23 and 8: 

41). This usage would connote to Muslims that the Bab was claim
ing the status which Mul).ammad was accorded by applying the 
same word to himself. 

64. The Bab, Joseph, pp. 6-7. 
65. A detailed study of this distinctive technique is found in 

Lawson, "The Qur'an," pp. 362-96. 
66. On the importance of Qur'an 3:7 see the recent .discussion in 

MacCauliffe, "al-Razi". The interpretation of the verse is a major 
bone of contention between Sunnf and Shf'f Muslims. For the na
ture and details of the argument, see Shah, "The Imam," p. 71. 

67. The Bab, Joseph, p. 7. Most of this passage is a direct quota
tion from Qur'an 3:10. 

68. See also Isfahanf, Anwar, p. 152 where it is said that the ahl 
al-bayt are precisely the Most Great Remembrance of God (wa inna-
hum dhikr allcih al-akbar.) · 
69~The Bab, Joseph, p. 7. 
70. The Bab, Joseph, p. 7. 
71. The Bab, Joseph, p. 8. 
72. See note 65 above. , 
73. See Corbin, En Islam iranien, v. 4, pp. 286-300. The idea is 

that one is capable of understanding or perceiving those things or 
truths which corresponds to something like their analogues, which 
exist a priori in the soul or mind of the subject. This theory (isomor
phisme) operates on all ontological levels, and may be seen as deriv
ing from the famous quranic verse: ''We shall show them Our signs 
in the horizons and within themselves until it is manifest unto them 
that it is the truth." (41:53) This is similar to the nonquranic verse 
whose origin appears to be unknown, but which is quoted frequently 
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in 'irf anf and the philosophical literature, and for that matter is 1 
quoted by the Bab (Baqara, p. 54): "And in each thing there is a sign · 
which pro~es that God is one (wafi kulli shay'in la-hu ayatun tadallu · 
ann(.hu wd~1id)." 

,\better example may be found in the writings of the Bab him
self. In what is considered his oldest extant work, the Treatise on ' 
the Mystic Search (Risdla fi's-suJuk) the Bab says that the human 
soul is composed of four elements: divine oneness (tawlfid), , 
prophecy (nubuwa), guardianship (waldya), and finally, the principle . 
of tr.e community of believers (shf'a). This implies that it is because . 
the i:-,oul is so constituted, the individual is able to know each of the ' 
four elements when they occur on the "outside." See The Bab, Su-· 
Zuk, p. 73. The idea is a familiar one in Muslim spiritual phHosophy : 
and has been expressed in several different ways. For example, the • 
famous theory of permanent individual "essential archetyp,~s"(a'.:Ydn · 
ath-tJuibita) propounded by Ibn 'Arabf, may be thought to share. 
many of the same featrues. . / 

74. It is suggested, furthermore, that Corbin's own/profound pes
simi~an, born of the example of twentieth-century European history, 
admirably predisposed him to sympathy for what .might be called · 
the benign anarchism implicit in Shaykhism. 

7fi. Sayyid Ka~im, in discussing these two major cycles, was 
quite specific: 

Tl:e first cycle (ad-dawrat al-ula1, which was concern'la with externals, · 
ended with the con1pletion of the twelfth century ... The purpose of the 
pr·~sent cycle (al-karrat atJ!:.-tluinf.ya wa ad-dawra al-ukhra') is to cause the . 
hidden things to appear (li-baytin al:ktim ~u/iiir al-bawtifin) ... The .first 
cycle was for the training of bodies and the present cycle is for the train-
ing of sanctified spirits and ptu-e souls. (Qafi{da, p. 356). .,. 

Sayyid Ka{'.im's theory seems to parallel, in some respects, that of . 
the .;arlier Isma'ilf teaching involving two cycles: (1) the cycle of , 
secrecy (dawr as-satr) and (2) the cycle of disclosure (dawr al-kaijff}. 
The first might correspond with Sayyid Kazim's dawrat al-ula, while : 
the second to his dawrat ath-tluJ.n{. See Corbin, "Divine Epiphany," • 
pp. 106-107, "Cyclical Time'';Walker, "Eternal Cosmos . .'.'.See also, 
Rafati, "Development," pp. 169-73. 
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76. Browne, Traveller's, p. 226. 
77. Lawson, "The Qur'an," pp. 240-9. 
78. On these terms, particularly as they appear in some of the 

writings of .Shaykhi authors, see for example, Corbin, "Mundus 
imaginalis.'' 

79. Amanat, "Early," p. 147. 
80. Qur'an, e.g., The Bab, Josejjh, p. 9: innd naJ:i,nu qad nazzalnd 

al-kitdb 'ala kulli ummatin bilisdni-him [cf. 14:4:] wa qad nazzalnti 
hddhd 'l-kitdb bi-lisdn adh-dhikr 'a,la 'l-l}aqq bi'l-ljaqq badf'an. "We 
have revealed scripture to every community in its 'own language. In 
truth_, We have ·revealed this scripture in the wondrous new lan
guage of the Remembrance." The single quranic reference to 14:4 
is misleading. In actual fact, this single verse from Joseph alludes to 
many different verses. A single example will suffice. The opening 
phrase innd nahnu qad nazzalnd could suggest to those fully steeped 
in the Qur'an the opening phrase of Qur'an 15:9: innd nahnu naz
zalnd adh-dhikr-"it is We who have sent down the Remembrance." 
Such examples from J<N>ePh could be greatly multiplied. 

81. Huizinga, Homo Ludens, p. 12. The rules which the Bab's 
Tafsfr surat YU5uf breaks are quite obvious: it presumes to 
challenge the i'jaz al-Qur'an doctrine by its form alone; the Arabic 
language is stressed beyond the usual confines of usage, idiom, and 
grammar; the claim to spiritual authority (both implicit apd explicit} 
was perceived as an outrage, and so on. Perhaps most importantly. 
in the present, context, is the flagrant disregard for the venerable 
rules of tafsfr itself-e.g., proceeding in the commentary seriatim, 
establishing an exegetical unit through use of such. words as "ya 'nf' 
and "al-murdd" ("this means"), providing lexic~l equivalents for 
single words, and so on, which were followed (however distinc
tively} by the Bab in the earlier Tafsfr surat al-baqara, but com
pletely disregarded in the work at hand. This is important because 
it shows that the style of the Bab's commentary on the Sura of 
Joseph is quite deliberate, rather than the result of unfamiliarity 
with, or inability to function in, the discipline of traditional Qur'an 
exegesis. 

82. The Bab, Joseph, p. 6. This and the following examples rep
resent only the smallest fraction of such material. As was the case 

,,. 
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with the word dhikr, bdb is employed in a wide variety of innovative 
and rhythmic phrases. Some idea of the effect this fluent invocation 
of such powerful words might have had on the reader/listener can 
be had only by examining an extended passage. 

83. The Bab, Joseph, p. 111. 
134. The Bab, Joseph, p. 13. 
85. See, e.g., The Bab, Joseph, pp. 9, 12, 14, 17, 22, 25, 107. 
.36. Briefly, there is a very old argument among interpreters of 

the Qur'an about how this demonstrative should be translated. The 
literal meaning is "that is the book," and the verse continues "in 
which there is no doubt." This reading raised questions, however, 
about which book was intended. If it were the Qur~an that was 
meant, then why not the more likely demonstrative hrf.dlui 'l-kitab, 
"this is the book." See Rippin, "The Quranic asbdb al-nuiul Mate
rial," pp. 95-6. According to some Muslim exegetes, iJ;1 should be 
translated as "that is the Book" rather than "this is the Book" be
cause the remoteness implied by the former is more r~spectful." i 

87. The Bab, Joseph, pp. 11, 13, 14, 23, 32, 73, 7/1, 107. · 
.38. e~g., The Bab, Joseph, pp. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, etc. The sic here refers 

to ~he apparent lapse in grammar: al-kalima is feminine, but the ad· 
jective, al-akbar is masculine. There are, however, several cases of 
an Arabic feminine noun being used as masculine: 'alldma, (very 
learned), khalifa, (caliph), rawiya (story-teller). More interestingly, 
however, is the precedent in Arabic for treating kalima itself as mas
culine. All Arabic translations of the New Testament, translate 
John 1:1 as: fi'l-bad' kdna 'l-kalima wa'l-kalima kana 'inda 'llah wa 
kd~w kalimatu 'lldha (In the beginning was the Word, and the Word 
was with God, and the Word was God}. Kana (was) is in its mascu
lin~ form, a more "grammatical" (but unacceptable} reading would 
be: fi'l-bad' kdnat al-kalima . .. The point is that kalhna r~ers to Je
sus and should therefore be treated as masculine. (My thanks to D. 
Aqiqi for drawing my attention to this biblical grammatical "anom· 
aly.") The Imams are frequently referred to in ~uuifth literature as 
the "Words of God." 

89. The Bab, Joseph, p. 6. 
90. e.g., The Bab, Joseph, pp. 17, 19, 20, 22. 
91. e.g., The Bab, Joseph, p. 23; see also e.g., pp. 12 & 24. 
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92. The Bab.Joseph, p. 40. Here the scribe first wrote (naturally 
enough) "n.uq~at al-bd "', which has been corrected to "nuq(at al
bdb." This corrected version appears in Fl 1, f.35b. The occurrence 
of the plural abwdb in this chapter is directly related to the quranic 
verse under which it was written, Qur'an 12:23: "Now the woman 
in whose house he was solicited him and locked the doors on them.'' 
It may be that one of the features which commended the S1irat Ytisuf 
as a subject for commentary to the Bab, is the comparative fre
quency in it of the word bdb. 

93. The Bab, Joseph, P- 192. Note the rare use in this work of the 
exegetical technical term al-murrid. 

94. Lawson, "The Qur'an," passim. 
95. This type of theology is, of course, quite familiar to Baha'fs. 
96. The four representatives of the Hidden Imam, l'viuJ:iammad 

ibn al-Hasan al-'Askarf recognized by Twelver Shiism were: 'Uth
man aJ>Amri, his son Abu Ja'far Mut:iammad ibn 'Uthman, Abu 
al-Qasim I:Iusayn ibn RUJ:i al-Nawbakhti, and AbU al-I:Iusa)•n 'Ali ibn 
Mul)ammad as-Samarrf. See Momen, Shi'i Islam, pp. 162-4. 

97. Nicolas, Le Bab, pp. 9-11. 
98. Amanat, " Early," p. 197. 
99. Ama.nat, "Early," PP- 143, 173. 

100. Amanat, "Early," p. 433. 
101. Or clavts hermeneutica, as Corbin prefers (Amuwire, 1965-6, 

p. 108). The following citations are from Anwar, p. 91. 
102. Probably the K. kanz al-fawd'id of Abu'l-Futut:i MuJ:iammad 

bin 'Alf bin 'Uthman al-Karajaki, the student of lbn Shadhcin al
Quminf, (cf. Majlisf, Bihdr, v. 1, p. 18); possibly: K. kanz al-fawd'id 
fi ~all mushkildt al-qawd'id by 'Umidu'd-Dfn 'Abd al-Muq:alib, (cf. 
Majlisf, Bihdr, v. 1, p. 21). 

103. Majlisi, Bihdr, v. 1, p. 15 refers to this work simply as Kitrib 
Sulaym bin Qays al-Hildlf. 

104. 1$fahani, Anwdr, p. 91. 
105. 1$fahani, Anwar, p. 91. 
106. This work is published: Abu 'Abd Allah MuJ:iammad ibn 
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92. The Bab, Joseph, p. 40. Here the scribe first wrote (naturally 
enough) "nu.q~at al-bd "', which has been corrected to "nuq!at al
bdb." This corrected version appears in Fl 1, f.35b. The occurrence 
of the plural abwdb in this chapter is di rectly related to the quranic 
verse under which it was writteu, Qur'an 12:23: "Now the woman 
in whose house he was solicited him and locked the doors on them." 
It may be that one of the features which commended the S1irat Ytisuf 
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and recently printed in an edition by 'AH Akbar Ghaffari'. (Tehran, 
1379 A.H.i1959 C.E.). 

108. This notion of God being concealed by the Prophets and 
Imams plays an important role in lsma'flf and Shaykhf thought. It 
depends upon the idea that revelation is that which simultaneously 
conceals and reveals. (See below.) 

109. See the Bab's use of this expression in Baqara, p. 242. 
110. Such a statement suggests that the author was perhaps a 

moderate Akhbarf. It is suggested further that his interpretation of 
these hadfth~ould not necessarily be rejected by the t~11/iyya (Mo
men, private communication). By characterizing him as an Akhbarf 
I wish to emphasize the extreme veneration of the Fourteen Pure 
Ones found in his work and which is shared by the Shaykhiyya, the 
Babfs, and (at least in theory) the Baha'fs. 

111. I~fahanf, Amcdr, p. 91. 
112. See I~fahani, Anwar, pp. 337-9_ Many other quranic nouns 

which are susceptible of the kind of metonymy which has become 
so familiar are equally applicable to the Book and the Imam or 
Prophet, as we have seen in the case of dhikr. Two examples will 
suffice: l1abl (rope; see I$fahani, Anwdr, p. 129) and nur (light; 1$fa
hani, Amuir, P- 315). A study of those nouns which can and can.not 
be used interchangeably for the Book, and the Prophet or Imam 
(that is to say, a person). would probably shed more light on the 
Shf'f attitude towards scripture. 
ll3. See bibliography. Rafati, "Development," p. 133 mentions 
that the versions of the famous "Sermon on the [Two] Gulfs'" which 
Sayyid Ka~im comments upon in his famous Skar~ al-khu(ba aNutu.11-
jfya, is the one found in Shaykh al-Bursf's collection_ Lawson, "The 
Qur'an," esp. pp. 181-3, points out that some of the Bab's technical 
vocabulary is the same as that found in Mas/l(/riq. 

114. Bursf, Masluiriq, pp. 23-4. 
115. Bursi, Masluiriq, p. 51. 
116. Bursi, i\l/ashririq, pp. 60-1. 
l 17. Raiati, "Development," p. 148. Mentioned also by Amanat, 
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and recently printed in an edition by 'Alf Akbar Ghaffciri'. (Tehran, 
1379 A.H.i1959 C.E.). 

108. This notion of God being concealed by the Prophets and 
Imams plays an important role in Isma'flf and Shaykhf thought. It 
depends upon the idea that revelation is that which simultaneously 
conceals and reveals. (See below.) 

109. See the Bab's use of this expression in Baqara, P- 242. 
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120. Writings, p. 51. Cf. The Bab, Joseph, "Surat al-anwar," pp. 
45-8, this passage occurs on p. 46. This particular chapter is distin
guished by the mention in it of proper names (apart from those of 
the Imams who are, in any case, mentioned but very infrequently in 
the work). In the course of an exhortation to the ulama to the effect 
that the study of any other book than this work is forbidden and 
designating it as the kitab al/ah, the Bab writes the above passage. 
He then says: "We made the two gates as two signs, around the 
water, effacing the sign of night and establishing the sign of day." 
He then writes: "O Qurrat al-'Ayn! Say to the great scholar Ja'far 
al-'Alawi: 'Truly, if you were to prostrate before the Gate of God, 
you could be accounted as praiseworthy in the Mother Book ... If 
you were to follow His Cause, we would make you a pillar (rukn), 
exalted above all scholars, and in the Hereafter you would be with 
Us ... ' 0 dear friend, say, by permission of God, the Most Great, to 
our servant 'Abd al-Kbaliq, the scholar: 'God has brought you to His 
most great Remembrance during the known months, but you per
ceived nothing of His most perfect Cause (amrihi al·{U/wam) in His 
most mighty acts, and God has seen you commiting shirk against 
certain aspects of his most perfect Cause .. .' 0 Qurratat-'Ayn! Say 
to al-Shaykh al-Kabir al-l:lasan a l·'Arabi [of the family) of al ' U~fur, 
whom God has caused to dwell in jazirat al-bahr (Bushihr): 'Verily 
you are from your Lord, the Truth, so assist our Word, and His 
book, the Truth, and summon the people to the pure religion (al-din 
al-khdlis). (The Bab, Joseph, pp. 46-7.) 

Ja'far al-'Alawi is possibly Mulla Ja'far Naraqi, cf. Amanat, 
"Early," p. 298, or Mulla Ja'far Qazvini, ibid., pp. 162, 307. But 
most likely, as Momen has suggested (private communication), since 
neither of these two were Sayyids (as al-'Alawi would imply), the 
reference is probably to Sayyid Ja'far Kashff, illustrious father of 
VaJ:iid, the very important early follower of the Bab. 'Abd al-Khaliq 
is undoubtedly Mulla 'Abd al-Khaliq Yazdi, one-time s tudent of 
Shaykh AJ:imad (Amanat, "EarlY," pp. 362-8). On the At 'U~fur 
family of Bushihr and its connections with Shaykh Ahmad and Say· 
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mad's most important works, the title may be translated as: "The 
Commentary on the Universal Prayer of Visitation." This refers to 
the prayer being suitable for use at the shrines of any one of the 
members of the Holy Family venerated by Twelver Shi'fs. A recent 
edition of this prayer may be found in Qummi, MajdtilJ, pp. 445-50. 
It is of some interest to note here what appears to be a tradition of 
regarding this prayer as something of a "Shi'f Qur'an." (See Lawson, 
"The Qur'an," p. 267.) This could explain why Shaykh AJ:imad felt 
he had already fulfilled the traditional obligation of a Muslim scho
lar to produce a Qur'an commentary (ta/sir) by writing this work. So 
far, I have been unble to locate a Tafsiral-Qur 'dn ascribed to Shaykh 
Al:tmad (or to any other Shayk.hi for tbat matter). This is somewhat 
unusual. In any case, the whole Shf'f phenomenon of regarding as 
the sacred book persons or texts other than the Qur'an proper is un
doubtedly one of the solutions to the "problem" of the Bab's Com· 
mentary on the Sura of Joseph. 

124. The Bab quotes this variant, Baqara, p. 190. Incidentally, a 
little before this part of that earlier commentary, the Bab makes 
what appears to be an allusion to his own special status. Here he 
says of Qur'an 2:56, that it refers to the "return" of the Family of 
God and only those who are "[divinely] deputized" (ytmayyabu) can 
mention this." (The Bab, BCUJara, p. 188). 

125. al-AJ:isa'f, Ziyara, p. 7. 
126. Rashtf, Qa¥da, p. 64. 
127. Rashti, Q~fda, p. 61. 
128. Rash ti, Qa$ida, p. 103. The author says that this is one of the 

doctrines of the "ah/ al-ishrdq min ah/ al-wifdq wa al-ittifdq," which 
he seems to endorse. The identity of this group is not clear. 

129. Rashti, Qa¥da, p. 103. 
130. Qur'an 54:50, 67:3, 4:72, respectively. 
131. This is a reference to the "City of Knowledge" lµuiith . 
132. The Bab expresses this idea in his commentary on al-B(l(Jara: 

"The greatest name" (al-ism al-a'¥-m) is " He" (huwa). It is the gate 
of union with Him (bdb i'ti!afihi). even if the wdw is not fully pro· 
nrninrPrl [;.is in ·'Jmwa"l. in that it causes [the believer1 to enter upon 

mad's most important works, the title may be translated as: "The 
Commentary on the Universal Prayer of Visitation." This refers to 
the prayer being suitable for use at the shrines of any one of the 
members of the Holy Family venerated by Twelver Shf'fs. A recent 
edition of this prayer may be found in Qummi, Majati~z, pp. 445-50. 
It is of some interest to note here what appears to be a tradition of 
regarding this prayer as something of a "Shi'f Qur'an." (See Lawson, 
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134. I.e., the Islamic declaration of faith: "There is no God but 
God, and Mul}ammad is His Prophet." A distinctively Shf'f declara
tion adds: "And 'Alf is the waliof God." See Joseph Eliash, "On the 
Genesis and Development of the Twelver-Shf'f Three-tenet Sha
hada," Der Islam, v. 47 {1971) pp. 265-72. 

135. Rashtf, Qa!jfda, p. 319. 
136. This is also the classical Sufi theme of the awl£yd'; they are 

the signs of God (see e.g., Landolt, "Walayah/' p. 322). 
137. Rashtf, Qa!jida, p. 28. "The breath of the Merciful" is a tech

nical term from the ontology of Ibn 'Arabf. See Izutsu, Sufism, p. 
131-3. While .the Shaykhfs disagreed with Ibn 'Arabf on many 
points, most importantly on the problem of waldya and its rightful 
bearer, much of the terminology of their discussions, as indeed that 
of the discussions of most Muslim mystical philosophers of the last 
six hundred years, may be traced to the great Andalusian mystic. 
For an aspect of Ibn 'Arabf's thought found in the Writings of Ba
ha'u'Jlah, see Alessandro Bausani, "Note sulla circolarita dell'es
sere in Ibn al-'Arabf (1165-1240)," Rivista degli Studi Orie~tali, vol. 
56 (1982), p. 70. 

138. Rashtf, Qll!;fda, p. 96. 
139 . .Rashtf, Qa!jida, p. 96. Similar language is found in the work 

of Ibn Abf Jumhllr (d. ca. 1400) with whose thought Shaykh Ahmad 
and Sayyid Ka?im were most certainly familiar (Rafati, "De~elop
ment," p. 40). For example, Ibn Abf Jurilhur discusses the divine 
acts (aj'dI'J and says, quo1ing Ibn 'Arabf, that of the primordlal di
vine acts, the se~ond is called by the theologians, with justification, 
the gate of justice. Ibn Abf JumhUr says that in this statement there 
is an allusion to the gate of taw~id ("divine unity," more exactly 
"affirming divine unity") in which,; according to the Sufis, there are 
several stations: the station of jam', and the station of {afamqa 
("disintegration") and the station of jam' al-jam', and. the al-jdmi' 
·li'l-jami' (Ibn Abf Jumhllr, al-Mujli, p. 202). Elsewhere, he discusses 
the "City of Knowledge" tradition and the variant cited by Shaykh 
Al)mad in explaining how the divine sciences are related to 'Alf (lbn 
Abf JumhUr, al-Mujli, p. 371). 

140. In any case, Sayyid K<3.?im, as one of the ulama, would be en
titled to the title bdb in one of its interpretations, See below, Sayyid 
Ka?im's reference to "the ulama who really know." 

). 
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141. Rashtf, Qasida, p. 97. 
142. Namely: (1) The level of divine unity (tawMd); (2) the level of 

positive, spiritual meanings (ma'dnf); (3) the level of gates (abwdb); 
(4) the level of a leader invested with spiritual and temporal author~ 
ity {imdm); (5) the level of the pillars of religion (arktl.n); (6 & 7) 
the levels of two classes of spiritual elite known as the lieutenants 
antl the nobles (nuqabd, and nujabd). These terms are discussed in 
Browne, Traveller's Narrative,.pp. 303-4; MacEoin, "Hierarchy,'.' 
pp. 113-5; and Lawson, "The Qur'an," pp. 115-86. 

1·4-3. Rashtf, Qa!i,fda, p. 99. This is the Shf'f interpretation of Ibn 
'Arabf's doctrine of waldya, the classical source for w!'iich is J:Iaydar 
Amulf (d. after 787 A.H./1385 A.D.). · 

144. Rashtf, Qa!;fda, pp. 206-7. Apart from further defining btl.b, 
this passage is most important because of the series of dual nouns 
employed. As mentioned above, the Bab uses the dual nµ'mber vecy 
frequently in Joseph, and sometimes in ways which would be very 
difficult to understand were it not for the precedents Qffered by this 
kii~d of expression :in Sayyid Ka?im's writings and/elsewhere. An 
an::ilysis of tl;le Bab's use of such language (see note 65, above) fur
ther confirms that he was making the highest possible claim for 
himself at this relatively early stage of his career-'. 

145. Rashtf, Qa!jida, p. 207. ,'.. 
146. Ja'far ibn al-Man~t1r al-Yamanf, al-Da'i (ascribed), Kitab a(-

J(a0J, p. 14. · 
147. Corbin, Trilogy, p. 31. ~~- · : 
148. Corbin, Trilogy, p. 180 and references. It is also known that 

the Isma'flf author, Mu'ayyad Shfrazf {d. 470 A.H./1077 C~E.), was 
the bearer of the title biib in atleast one of its levels of meaning. 
(Corbin, Histoire, p. 113). 
· 149. Mentioned by Goldziher, Introduction, pp. 246-7. 
150. The Bab, Writings, pp. 106-8. '* 
151. Ibn Hibatallah, Mizdj at-tasnfm, p. 72. See also the German 

·introduction, pp. 23-4. · 
152. Ibn Hibatallah, Mizdj at-tasnfm, p. 182, ad 18:93-4. For ear

lier instances of the Isma'ilf identification of bdb with hijdb, see Cor-
bin, Trilogie, p. 179 and references. · 

153. Rashtf, Qa!;ida, p: 236. 
154. Rashtf, Qa$,ida, p. 239. 
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155. Rashtf, Qa!jida, p. 239. 
156. Rashtf, Qa!jfda, e.g., pp. 242, 265, and 320. 
157. Rashti, Qa!jida, pp. 323 and 358. The identification o_f "face 

of God (wajh alldh)'' mentioned several times in the Qur'an {e.g., 
~:115 and 272; 30:37), with the Imam is a very old and traditional 
Shi'i interpretation. See the appropriate article, "wajh," in.lf?fahanf, 
Anwar, pp. 333-35. 

158. Rashtf, Qa!jfda, p. 95. 
159. Rashtf, Qa!jida, pp. 137, 138, 156. 
160. Rashtf, Qa:jfda, p. 156. 
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